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ABSTRACT 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The study is based on the need for economic development and higher employment in South 
Africa. Political measures encourage organisations, like the Christian, non-governmental 
organisation, Project Gateway to educate disadvantaged groups in entrepreneurship. Through 
interviews, I have studied a group of 23 entrepreneurs, who participated in the program four 
years ago. I was able to find 15 people, of who two fulfilled Project Gateways goal of the 
program. I do find this to be low and recommend that the organisation work on networking, 
changes in the mentorship program, education in Zulu and encouraging lending awareness 
among the students. 
 
Keywords: Micro Business, Start-up program, Entrepreneurship, Cooperative, Black 
Economic Empowerment, Project Gateway, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. 

 
ABSTRAKT 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Denna studie grundar sig i behovet av arbeten och ekonomisk utveckling i Syd Afrika. 
Politiska åtgärder uppmuntrar organisationer som den kristna frivillige organisationen Project 
Gateway att utbilda utsatta grupper i entreprenörskap. Genom intervjuer har jag undersökt en 
grupp på 23 entreprenörer, fyra år efter det att de deltog i programmet. Av dessa hittade jag 
15 personer varav 2 uppfyllde Projects Gateways mål med utbildningen. Detta anser jag vara 
lågt och rekommenderar organisationen att prioritera nätverks byggande, förändringar i 
mentorskaps programmet, utbildning i Zulu och kunskap i hur man lånar pengar för att starta 
företag. 
 
Nyckelord: Mikro program, Starta eget, Entreprenörskap, Kooperativ, Svart Ekonomisk 
Självständighet, Project Gateway, Pietermaritzburg, Syd Afrika. 



SUMMARY 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The South African government has realised the potential of economic development and lower 
unemployment through active politics which encourage small private enterprises. They have 
therefore implemented regional business programs and Micro programs to give disadvantaged 
groups in the society an education in entrepreneurship. The programs are distributed through 
local organisations that are self supportive and thereby recruit and run the programs 
independently.  
 
The Christian non-government organisation, Project Gateway, is active in Pietermaritzburg. 
Their mission to help disadvantaged groups in the society has meant that they have taken on 
many different roles. Among other things, Project Gateway offers shelter for homeless people 
and support for HIV positive children. They teach few business programs with the aim of 
giving the students skills which will enable them to economic independency through running 
sustainable businesses. In this study, I have followed up on a group of 23 entrepreneurs, four 
years after they participated in the Micro Business Start-Up Program. The goal with this study 
is to examine; to what extent Project Gateway has fulfilled its goal with the program; if there 
are any successful patterns among the entrepreneurs, and give advice on program 
improvements. 
 
The group of entrepreneurs I have chosen to interview is based on the access to background 
material, number of years the entrepreneurs have been self sustainable and group size. The 
methodology is based on a qualitative study based on personal interviews. The study is further 
written in a hermeneutic way. Interviews with the entrepreneurs have been complemented 
with statements from the current program leader and mentors.  
 
The theoretical part focuses on entrepreneurship, micro finance, the business plan, mentorship 
and the importance of networking among businesses. The cooperative parts of businesses 
have further been mentioned. Results from the empirical study show that six entrepreneurs are 
running three different businesses. All of which are structured more as cooperatives than self 
managed businesses. Out of the chosen entrepreneurial group, only two people live solely off 
the incomes generated through their businesses. Therefore I found that Project Gateway does 
not fulfil its set goal with regards to the program. There are however positive effects on the 
group four years after they participated in the program. More people had an occupation and 
made more money. 
 
Active cooperatives had all access to start up capital, worked in groups and a majority of the 
participants had some sort of work experience. I found that these were contributing factors to 
the fact they were still active. My recommendations are based on facts shown in the study 
whereby I recommend Project Gateway to; admit students with previous work experience in 
their field of business; the education should be held in Zulu and students should be 
encouraged and educated in how to lend money. I do further emphasise in recommendations 
to strengthen and building new networks and mentorship programs.  

 



SAMMANFATTNING 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Den Syd Afrikanska regeringen har insett att det finns stora möjligheter till ekonomisk 
utveckling och bekämpning av arbetslöshet genom en aktiv politik som uppmuntrar privata 
småföretagande. De har därför genomfört regionala affärsprogram, eller micro programs, för 
att ge utsatta grupper i samhället utbildning i egenföretagande. Programmen sprids via lokala 
organisationer/lärosäten som på egen hand söker deltagare och utför kurserna.  
 
Project Gateway är en kristen frivillig organisation som är aktiv i Pietermaritzburg. Deras vilja 
att hjälpa utsatta grupper i samhället har gjort att de tagit på sig ett flertal aktiva roller. De 
erbjuder bland annat övernattning för hemlösa och hjälp åt HIV positiva barn i nöd. Vidare har 
de ett antal affärsprogram med målet att ge studenterna kunskap att skapa långvarig ekonomisk 
oberoende genom att själva generera intäkter från en egen affärsverksamhet. Jag har följt en 
grupp entreprenörer på 23 personer, fyra år efter det att de deltog i programmet för Micro 
Business Start-Up Program i november 2000. Målet med studien är att undersöka till vilken 
grad Project Gateway har uppfyllt sitt mål med programmet, om det finns något framgångsrikt 
mönster bland entreprenörerna samt slutligen ge råd till förbättringar.   
      
Den grupp entreprenörer jag har valt som respondenter är baserad på tillgången till bakgrunds 
material, antalet år de varit självförsörjande och gruppens storlek. Metoden är kvalitativ och 
bygger på personliga intervjuer. Vidare är studien skriven på ett hermeneutik sätt. Resultatet 
av intervjuerna med den utvalda gruppen entreprenörer har kompletterats med uttalanden från 
kursledaren samt nuvarande mentorer.  
 
Den teoretiska delen fokuserar på entreprenörskap, mikrofinansiering, affärs plan, mentorskap 
och betydelsen av nätverk för företagare. Kooperativ roll vid bildande av företag har även 
berörts. Resultatet av den empiriska studien visar att sex entreprenörer driver tre olika 
affärsverksamheter, vilka påminner mer om kooperativ än enskilda företag i sin verksamform. 
Endast två personer i den utvalda entreprenörsgruppen överlever på sina inkomster från 
affärsverksamheten vilket jag anser vara för lågt. Jag anser därför inte att Project Gateway 
uppnår sitt mål med utbildningen. Trotts detta kan man se positiva konsekvenser på gruppens 
utveckling efter fyra år, då fler är sysselsatta och de flesta tjänar bättre än innan.    
 
De kooperativ som var aktiva hade fått tillgång till starta eget bidrag, arbetade i grupp och en 
majoritet av deltagarna hade någon form av tidigare arbetslivserfarenhet. Detta anser jag vara 
bidragande faktorer till att de fortfarande var aktiva. Mina rekommendationer bygger på det 
som kommit fram i studien där jag anser att Project Gateway bör ta emot studenter med 
tidigare arbetskompetens inom sitt område, att utbildningen ska ske på Zulu och att 
studenterna bör uppmuntras och utbildas i hur man lånar kapital. Vidare anser jag att de bör 
arbeta på att bygga nätverk i större utsträckning än i dag.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

In this study I describe the importance of a successful business program in South Africa. I 
begin with the introduction then lead up to the purpose and research questions. Limitations, 
earlier research and disposition of the study follow. Before that, there is a presentation of 
background statistics about South Africa and the KwaZulu-Natal region. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1.1 PERSONAL INTERESTS TO UNDERTAKE THE STUDY   

My interest for South Africa began several years ago after South African colleagues of mine 
described the diversity of the country, its complex history and current problems. My desires to 
do something become stronger as I gained more knowledge about the country. When the 
opportunity opened up through my studies at the University of Gävle, and their work with the 
Swedish Agency for International Development Cooperation (SIDA), I did not hesitate. SIDA 
whose main goal is to help poor people to a better life, is carried out on a worldwide basis. 
Their presence in South Africa was initially aimed to support the African National Congress 
but has since the democratisation in the country moved over to tackle the problems of AIDS 
and economic development issues (SIDA, 2006-03-14).  
 

1.2 SOUTH AFRICAN STATISTICS 

South Africa has a population of 44.3 million, made up of 75.2% blacks, 13.6% whites and 
11.2% Coloreds. It is a country stated by the Central Intelligence Agency, to be an emerging 
market with rich natural resources with a “well developed financial, legal, communications, 
energy and transport sector” (CIA, www.cia.gov/cia/publications/ factbook/prints/sf.html, 
2005-06-17) The country currently suffers from deep economic problems following the 
collapse of the apartheid regime. Particularly among the previously disadvantaged population 
groups there is a large percentage of poverty and unemployment across the country. Further 
problems on a national level are the life expectancy of 43 years, most likely effected by the 
21.5% HIV/AIDS ratio (estimated. 2003). There are 11 official languages in South Africa 
(CIA 2005), though Zulu is the dominant spoken language among the 9.2 million people in 
the region of KwaZulu-Natal. A region where 53% are considered to be poor, 39% 
unemployed and geographically 43% were living in the urban areas in 2000 (KwaZulu-Natal 
Department of Economic Development 2002).   
 

1.3 BACKGROUND 

In recent years South Africa has taken large initiatives to encourage economic growth and 
employment in the country. The International Monetary Fund and the South African 
government has therefore recognized a lack of businesses in the Small, Medium and Micro 
Enterprise (SMME) sector, caused by the restrictions during the Apartheid regime until 1994 
(Maarsberg 2002, p 25). South Africa is therefore working actively from a legal foundation of 
the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA), the Skills Development Act and the Skills 
Development Levies Act, to gain the tools to change the growth in the SMME sector to a 
positive direction. Research has defined the SMME to be the “backbone” (Jackson 2003, p 24) 
of the economy and it is therefore important that SAQA fulfill its goal. To do so SAQA has 
established a National Qualification Framework (NQF) covering eight learning categories. In 
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the fourth category we find the Dynamic Business Start-Up Project which in collaboration with 
the Technikon SA∗ runs the Micro Business Start-Up Program (MBSP).     
  
The program was introduced at Project Gateway, a Christian organization in Pietermaritzburg 
in June 2000. Project Gateway hade previously arranged workshops to enable people to 
become skilled workers in the craft of woodwork, fabric painting, papermaking and more. 
Even with the skills many of the trainees found it difficult to get a job due to the harsh 
situation in the labor market. Project Gateway therefore saw a need to give people 
entrepreneurial skills and in association with the Dynamic Business Start-Up Project, Project 
Gateway began to educate people at its premises. Its aim is;  
“To empower entrepreneurs with skills that will release them from dependency and enable 
them to generate income through running a sustainable business” (Project Gateway info. 
Leaflet viewed 15 May 2005). 
 

1.4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH AT PROJECT GATEWAY 

During the spring of 2004 Sheida Tahwildaran wrote a thesis on Enterprise Development from 
an NGO*: Project Gateway in Pietermartzburg, South Africa. The aim of this study was to 
analyze the functions involved in the Enterprise Development Project at Project Gateway.  
In the conclusions Tahwildaran bring up some problems of communication concerns in the 
classroom. This was because of the primarily English literature used, whereas most of the 
students’   spoke Zulu, not English. Further questions raised of the program were that it was too 
short as there was a lack in education among the South Africans who were targeted for 
participation in the program. In consequence many of the students had a hard time to follow the 
pace of the program, as a result of the lack of language skills. There were furthermore a high 
majority of new entrepreneurs who wanted to open up similar businesses, resulting in potential 
fears of competition amongst each other. 
 
This study has been reviewed by Miss Di Milford at the Donor, Marketing & Public relation 
Department who was interviewed for the study. The current program manager for the MBSP 
further took part as an interviewee. As he had not read the study or conclusion, he could not 
comment on any changes made to the program since the study was made available, and sent to 
Project Gateway.  
 
Since the study by Tahwildaran only analyses the current situation do the questions still 
remain of what have happened to the entrepreneurs who participated in the business program, 
in previous years. 
  

1.5 PURPOSE 

The aim of this study is to analyse a specific group of entrepreneurships who has been educated 
at Project Gateways MBSP. It is first after three years an evaluation of a sustainable business 
can be determined and compared to statistics, which show a 50% business success rate (Mead 
and Liedholm written by Naude and Krugell 2003, p 72). To be able to compare these results 
do this study addresses a representative class of November 2000. The result will be evaluated to 
assist the program development in reflection to student entrepreneurial success over past years. 
It is my purpose to analyze the following research questions. 

                                                 
∗ Educational service provider for career- specific distance education in South Africa (Technikon SA 2002)   
* Explanation; Non-Governmental Organisation, (NGO). 
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1.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

� To what extent has the program fulfilled the goals, set by Project Gateway? 
� What characteristics do successful businesses have?  
� What can be done to improve the success rate among the entrepreneurs?  

 

1.7 LIMITATIONS 

This study is limited to the Project Gateways Micro Business Start-Up Program in 
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. The study is primarily aimed to facilitate the entrepreneurial 
group of November 2000, who participated in the mentorship program until February 2002.  
As such, is the study written in straightforward English, making it easy and understandable to 
read for anyone who so wishes, regardless of previous business education. The primary target 
groups are the people involved in the MBSP at Project Gateway, Pietermaritzburg.  
 
Project Gateway further holds a continuous program and an incubus activity which builds on 
the MBSP (se appendix nr two, section two in the diagram), none of these programs are 
investigated in further depth.   
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1.8 DISPOSITION 

To describe the way in which the study is built I have chosen to clarify the process with a 
figure seen below, followed by the disposition.  
    

Figure 1. - Disposition overview 

Source: Own creation. 
 
Chapter 1. The introductory chapter describes the idea, background and purpose of the study. 
It is therefore seen as an initial point in figure 1.     
 
Chapter 2. Illustrate the method used in the study. The method used is impended throughout 
the theoretical and empirical part of the study. It is therefore symbolized as the background in 
figure 1. Chapter two clarify the terms of validity, reliability and the qualitative method used 
in the study.        
 
Chapter 3. The theoretical chapter is a composition of the literary work used in the study and 
researched by others in the subjects of black economic empowerment, social economy and 
entrepreneurship. The chapter is summed up in a theoretical reflection.   
 
Chapter 4. Concludes the empirical study where the result from the four year follow up is 
presented as well as interviews with the program leader and mentors. The empirical reflection 
is in the last section of the chapter.  
 
Chapter 5. The analysis chapter compares and contrasts the theory and the empirical data. 
This is to lay as base for the final conclusion.  
 
Chapter 6. The concluding chapter in the study answers to the introductory questions and 
gives suggestions to ways in which Project Gateway could improve its Micro Business Start-
Up Program. The study then concludes with recommendations for further research.              

Method 

 

Theory 

Idea – Background – Purpose 
 

 

Analysis 

  
CCOONNCC LLUUSS IIOO NN  

  Reflection 

 

Empirical study 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

The methodology begins by defining hermeneutic and positivism and its meaning for the 
study. I continue to describe the qualitative method, the searching procedure for the study, as 
well as how the validity and reliability was made. The chapter further includes a discussion 
about knowledge development, while it ends with a reflection of the methodology. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO METHOD THEORY 

By defining the methodology, anyone will be able, if they so desire to, recreate the study 
taking the parameters into an account and reach the same conclusion as I have. This section 
therefore contains a detailed clarification of how I have gathered the information for the study.  
Since I want the study to be interpreted in the manner I intended, I have started off by 
describing the writing process in terms of the study’s hermeneutic and positivism relation. 
 

2.2 HERMENEUTICS AND POSITIVISM 

Hermeneutics could be described as the art of interpretation which came about when people 
attempted to understand writings from different time periods. A problem with this is that these 
interpretations are not fixed, and it is therefore difficult or impossible for others to interpret in 
the same way and get the same result. For this to be precise, your interpretation of this text 
has to be done in a way which recreates my intentions when writing the text. This has to be 
done in a way so you receive the correct message which I intend to give you, the reader 
(Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul 2001, p 221).      
 
To do this I, the writer, have to understand interviewed groups expressions, preferably done 
through language communications, though other interpretations are available, like human 
actions, social behavior and nonverbal reactions. These influences are described as accurately 
as possible in the study after they have undergone a method of interpretation called the circle. 
In the circle method of clarification, a text is seen through the full picture. The separate parts 
in a text are then reviewed and changed to fit the full perceived picture. The author then steps 
back to look at the full view, whereby he goes back to the parts and so on. Such a process 
goes on until the end result is fulfilling the purpose with minimized inner conflicts (Kvale 
1997, p 50).  
 
Hermeneutic has a twofold meaning when scientific interviews are used as a method states 
Kvale (1997, p 49). On the one hand is the research dialog, created though an interview text 
and its interpretation during the reading dialog with the text. In the second stage does the 
interpretation develop with the written text to become a literature analysis process. This is 
however somewhat controversial because the interviewer creates the text in which the 
interview is later based upon. The interview material could therefore not qualify as a piece of 
literature, which is static after it has been written, criticized and presented. (Kvale 1997, p 
50& 52). 
 
Positivism does, as a more radical definition rule out the hermeneutic interview data method 
as scientifically invalid (Kvale 1997, p 63). This is because positivism identifies reliable 
methods as mathematic or statistic commonly used in the research of medical aid and built on 
formal logic and facts as a resolute of measurements. (Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul 2001, 
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p 221). Because my study does not facilitate any of the criteria’s in a positivistic research 
method, positivism is not explored in detail. 
 
To process the interviews in an effective way and make the material available as comparable 
data I wrote it down to get an overview of the work. I then compared what the interviewees 
had said, to find the relevant parts for the study. The data was thereafter analyzed in their 
different parts before the material was added to the study. An overall picture could then be 
observed, just to make it possible for me to go back to the different sections and make further 
adjustments. The process of literature relevance was done in a comparable way in relevance to 
the studied topic. 
 

2.3 QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE METHOD 

A qualitative study is about how one interprets meaningful relationships. This approach is a 
sensitive human relation and therefore requires an empirical dialog between the scientist and 
the research group to contribute to the desired liberation process (Kvale 1997, p 17& 70).  
The aim for such a research method is to determine the unknown or unsatisfactory in an 
occurrence, attribute or in a context. As a contrast to the quantitative method which has to do 
with numerous occurrences, the qualitative research focuses on what could be, but for that 
sake does not have to be (Starrin and Svensson 1994, p 21-23). A liberation process from a 
qualitative research tries to gasp the life-values and perspectives from an interviewee. The 
scientist interprets what has been said in the interview to be able to describe specific and 
individual situations (Kvale 1997, p 34-37).  
 
As a result of a quantitative study one might be looking for a pre-set of events on a large 
amount of subjects, for example a population says Starrin and Svennson (1994, p 23).  The 
final result therefore becomes invalid if it does not contain numbers (Kvale 1997, p 215). It is 
therefore appropriate to use a quantitative method when analyzing a sample of chemical 
components (Atkinson in Starrin and Svennson 1994, p 24). 
 
For this study there were many inaccurate contact details of some groups of entrepreneurs, 
which made the process of locating them difficult and highly time consuming. There was 
further a lack of filed details for a large group, which made it impossible to do a large 
quantitative study. In this study I describe how a group of people have been affected by a 
specific program and how this could be improved. I have therefore found it appropriate to use 
a qualitative research method.  
 

2.4 PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION 

As such, most academic studies include both primary and secondary data. Primary data is “the 
study of a subject through firsthand observation and investigation” (Gibaldi 2004, p 3). This 
study is based on primary data in the form of interviews with the targeted entrepreneurial 
group, as well as the project leader and mentors.  
 
Gibaldi (2004, p 3) describes secondary data as “the examination of studies that other 
researchers have made of a subject”. This type of data was collected at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal and the University of Gävle libraries. Articles have further been gathered 
from Natal Life Sciences Library and SIDA`s office in Stockholm. The World Wide Web has 
also been excessively used as a source.    
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2.5 ENTREPRENEURIAL SEARCHING PROCEDURE 

I will here describe how I searched for the people I wanted to include in the study. I further 
explained on what grounds people have been written off as “missing”. This is to minimize 
uncertainties and increases the credibility of the study as the way in which I have dismissed 
people may affect the result. 
 
The background information, in the form of physical and postal addresses, phone numbers 
and contact persons details was provided to me by Project Gateway. In order to get in contact 
with the entrepreneurs I received help from the current mentor Miss Nonhlanhla Madondo, 
who is familiar with the area in and around Pitermaritzburg as well as the Zulu language. This 
was a great help in the interaction with people in the urban areas. The search was conducted 
between the fourth and eighteenth of April 2005.    
 
To get in contact with an individual I first called the person on the telephone numbers the 
student had written as contact number in the Baseline Data Sheet when they begun the MBSP 
in 2000. If I could get hold of the person I asked if it was possible to meet them, preferably at 
their home to do a short interview. It was desired that the interviewee feel secure in the 
environment, something that would make it easier to have an open and giving interview for 
both parties. Some of the people had a hard time to understand English whereby Miss N. 
Madondo helped out in Zulu. When there were no numbers available or when the numbers 
were out of order, which was the issue in a majority of the cases, I drove to the physical 
address. I asked neighbors as well as random people in the local community if they knew the 
person, and how I could get in contact with them. Three people had to be written off as 
“missing”, although I was told by people in their community that they were in the district but 
out of reach. 
 
The reason for them being written off was several. In the first case I searched for a woman 
who had moved from the first physical address I obtained. I therefore continued my search for 
her at a rural community school which was the second contact address the person in question 
had given. After speaking to the staff and some of the school children, they told me that they 
know the person, but did not know where she was. It was decided that the children would 
forward my message and number to the person I wanted to meet the next time they saw her. In 
the second case I was recommended by the staff at the same school not to visit a certain area, 
due to safety reasons. A message was sent to the person in question, but without result. I had 
further contacted one of the staff members several times after the meeting but without luck.  
 
The third person was written off as missing after phone contact was established. The person 
denies any knowledge or participation in the MBSP. Her address, name and social security 
number were correct but she states that she did not have anything to do with it. The phone 
number I held was to her neighbor, who worked as a middleman between my interpreter and 
the person in question, who spoke Zulu. The reasons for the denying statement might be 
many. Someone might have used her personal information in absence of own information or 
she just did not want to meet me in shame of not opening a business. This is something I do 
not find likely as other people in the group have not had a problem talking about their 
business failures.    
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2.6 INTERVIEW METHODS 

By doing research through interviews the social scientist tries to present the thoughts of the 
respondents to the readers. This is done through a half structured, half spontaneous interview 
says Kvale (1997, p 32). The interview questions for this study are shown in appendix number 
three to five. These were followed as a guide during the conversation type interviews to get an 
open opinion from the interviewees. Which some times was difficult because there was a 
language barrier whereby an interpreter was used.  
 
By doing interviews there are several ethical dilemmas the interviewer has to consider. The 
interviewees ought to be informed of the purpose of the study and agree to the publication of 
there interviews. Such openness aims to insure that misunderstandings do not accrue. There 
should further be an exchange of information between the interviewer and the interviewee to 
gain benefit to all parts. The benefit of the study should be greater than the damage or 
inconvenience the respondent had to undergo for the interview. (Kvale, 1997, p 107).  
 
There is always a confidentiality consideration when doing interviews. If any sensitive 
material included in the study could be identified by outsiders, it has to be approved by the 
interviewees prior to publication. Names and other identifying features are further removed to 
protect the integrity of the respondents (Kvale, 1997, p 109). Approval has been given to 
identify the people involved as the Project Manager and the mentors mentioned in this study. 
They further had a chance to comment on the interviews, once it was written. One respondent 
took this opportunity and approved the full written interview. Other names and quotations 
have been verbally approved by the respondents.   
                       

2.7 CREDIBILITY AND RELIABILITY  

To get a high validity a study has to be based on a reasonable, well-founded and convincing 
discussion (Kvale, 1997, p 215). To achieve this do the study has to meet the goal and answer 
towards the intended questions. The study further has to answer towards overall relevance to 
determine that the result of the study reflects the reality (Ericsson & Wiendersheim- Paul, 
2001, p 38-39). I believe these criteria’s are met in the study whereby a relevant 
entrepreneurial group has been studied and the result is compatible with reality.  
 
The study further has to be determined by the trustworthiness and constancy in what has been 
studied. A procedure called the reliability. It is desired that the outcome, irrelevant to who is 
doing the study, would be the same if any one else repeated the study. Implications can be an 
issue when it is a describing study compared to a measured study because of the human 
factor. The researcher should therefore aim to minimize his own intervention on the group 
which is studied, to gain a high reliability (Ericsson & Wiendersheim- Paul, 2001, p 40).  I 
believe I have achieved a high reliability though my interaction with the studied group of 
entrepreneurs. I will now describe my selected target group.  
 
To chose the study group for this work I calculated the medium and the median from the 
Baseline-information given to me by Project Gateway (2005), as follows: 
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Table 1. - Selection of business group 

 
June 2000  :19 students September 2000  :16 students 
November 2000  :23 students March 2001  :17 students 
June 2001  :21 students November 2001  :19 students 
February 2002  :13 students May 2002  :17 students 
 
The wanted target group was the entrepreneur group who participated in the program in June 
2000 due to the average of 18,1∗ student or a median of 18∗∗ students per class. Their records, 
as well as the September 2000 reports were insufficient due to a mismanaged record system, 
leading to a loss of valid information which made me change study group. This consequently 
affects the validity of this study in terms of a larger outcome than it otherwise would have 
been in a smaller group which would better represent the general student participation.   
 
The studied group was changed to November 2000 which was considered to be superior at the 
time because the study needed a certain response group in order to meet its goals; to generate 
a feedback to Project Gateways. It was further important that the study group had been 
working on their own for more than three years in order to determine any success or failure 
from a business perspective.  
 
I have tried to ensure the credibility of the diagrams, figures and tables by focusing on 
relevant material which has been given to me by Project Gateway or interviewed 
entrepreneurs. A couple of diagrams are designed to give the reader a better overview of the 
case on hand.  
 
I made direct observation concerning the business plan to verify the material and its 
reliability. The business plan used was produced by one student in the entrepreneurial class of 
November 2000, a group where everyone passed the program and thereby produced a 
satisfying business plan according to Project Gateways guidelines. I asked two banks 
personally about their opinion of the business plan to get a direct statement and generate a 
deeper understanding of their thoughts. 
 

2.8 CRITICAL REFLECTION 

To generate a high credibility in a study, the author has to evaluate the sources used in a 
critical way. That can be done by searching for the contemporary time in which the source 
was observed and written. The tendency of criticism focuses on those who have a self interest 
or third party interest. The author has to evaluate to what degree the information from the 
sources are connected to one another. The last concern is the degree to how authentic the 
information is. Especially information taken from the internet has to be carefully reviewed to 
generate a high validity. As such the process of source criticism was to be taken into account 
by the writing author and the reader of the final study (Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul 2001, 
p 150-151).    
 
During the writing process I tried to search for information which is up to date and authentic, 
something I believe has made the final result credible and valid.        

                                                 
∗ A total 145 students, equals 145/8 = 18,125 Medium 
∗∗ Students per group 23+21+19+19+17+17+16+13 = 18 Median 
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A lot of the information from the internet is therefore taken from government sources. Though 
I am aware this is it not a guarantee the information is correct. As an example, the statistics 
about poverty and AIDS levels shift from different sources because of the difficulties of 
measure such data.  
 
In the use of literature sources I tried to gather information which is valid, broad based and 
independent. I know that some opinions, especially made by Onyeani might be upsetting to 
some people and if that is the case I have to apologize. Though I believe he has a point which 
is relevant in the debate, and it might be an eye-opener for some. I have therefore included 
some of his ideas in the study.  
 
During the interviews with the staff at Project Gateway, the conditions were good. I found 
that there were no problems with the credibility of what the interviewees said. Even though 
there was a tape-recorder, and the interview took place at Project Gateway. I found the people 
spoke with an open mind. The entrepreneurial group of November 2000 was not tape- 
recorded, as I did not want the people to feel intimidated by the situation. Regarding their 
credibility do I have my doubts about some of the people interviewed. The reason for this is 
that I believe some people wanted to give me an impression of how good they were as 
entrepreneurs so I would give them money for new projects. For example, there was one 
woman who sold natural herbs to co-workers and community members who thought that 
because she now started a business “this means I got that business mind” and had thereby 
shown me that I could give her the R10 000 she needed to open hair salon.  
In another case did I interview one woman who needed R 3000 to open her business. Yet, 
when I looked around the apartment I found technological goods of high value. This made me 
believe the problem of opening a business was not really an issue of money as the women 
stated.  
      

2.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

The methodology chapter highlights the importance that the method has to be implemented 
through out the study, in all parts to gain a satisfying result. The choice of entrepreneurial 
group and declaration of the searching procedure is outlined in detail to gain a solid validity 
and reliability, something I think has been achieved. As a qualitative interview method was 
used in this study, I attempted to find out the unknown, such as the life-values of the 
interviewee and several quotations are used in the empirical chapter. Their aim is to mediate 
the interviewees’ perception to the reader, with a minimum of author intervention. The 
interviews are in their self carried out as a guided conversation between the interviewer and 
the interviewee based on a semi structured procedure, se appendix three to five. This was 
done in an attempt to gain as much relevant information as possible during the interview and 
make it possible to ask follow up questions when required. 
The study is written in a hermeneutic manner called the circle. I have worked with the 
different parts and sections on their own and as a whole. This never-ending work had to be 
stopped when the study, as a whole and as parts was satisfying. 
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3. LITERATURE 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

The theoretical chapter underlines the South African business environment by concentrating 
on the social economy, non-government organizations (NGO), entrepreneurship, finance, 
black economic empowerment (BEE) and how to work in clusters/ networks. This is followed 
by a study in Swedish entrepreneurship to relate to the empirical findings in South Africa. A 
chapter reflection will sum up the most important statements.     
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.1 BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT 

After several troubling years in defining the terms in which Black Economic Empowerment 
(BEE) was to be empowered, the South African government did in 2003 approve the Broad- 
Based Black Economic Empowerment Act. Through this Act the previously disadvantaged 
group of black people defined as “Africans, Coloureds and Indians” as well as the Broad-
Based, referring to women, disabled, young and rural, should be privileged (Netshitenzhe, J 
and Chikane, F 2003).    
 
A BEE company is currently defined on three levels where ownership includes shareholders 
as well as actively managed by blacks classified by Netshitenzhe, J and Chikane, F (2003) as;  
 

� A black influenced company has 5-25% blacks.  

� At least 25% black ownership can regard itself as a black empowered company. 

� And a company who has 50.1% blacks is regarded as a BEE company.    
 
This is now implemented in the form of a scorecard system the government use when dealing 
with public companies. By giving black businesses development in companies’ privileges in 
dealing with the governments for granted licenses, concessions, selling assets, entering into 
partnerships or issuing tenders. There is furthermore, on case to case bases, scores on other 
BEE measures like support for small black businesses. Through this the government is 
working actively on promoting BEE (Tyson et al 2005, p 218).  
 
The government has furthermore emphasized on the importance of the SMME sector to 
develop. Something that would be of grate benefit to the BEE, due to the high labor intensity 
the sector holds. According to the business report by Maarsberg (2002, p 37-38) retail 
workers in the survivalist sector employ 2,7 times as many as the larger businesses. Here is 
further said that Micro and survivalist are the two biggest employers in the category of 
construction work.    
 
Though problems remain seven years after the fall of the apartheid regime does the general 
public hold a significant shortage of black capital, skills and experience as well as 
entrepreneurial and professional capabilities among the black majority. Something which will 
be a problem for decades to come says Vundla (Enterprise 2001, July, p 40).  
 
If the implementation of the BEE will reach its goal and be completed in a satisfactory way it 
should benefit everyone. It would lead to an economic increase amongst all the people and 
larger markets for both buyers and sellers. This would in turn lead to a rigid South African 
country with long term business security (Macleod and Terblanche 2004, p 238).  
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3.2 THE FUNCTIONS OF THE SOCIAL ECONOMY  

Social economy can be described as the third occupational system alongside the political- and 
market- systems says Vivet and Thiry (in Sätre Åhlander 2003, p 276). The role here would 
be to organize operations whose primary task would be to gain the societies independence 
from the public sector. This is done in forms of cooperation’s, foundations and similar society 
organizations where the common mission is to gain the interests of the general public or its 
own members as such and not primary focus on profit. These type of structures would, 
according to research be to particular benefit to people who do not get employment through 
other means or people who would not open a business in a different setting 
(Kulturdepartementet/ Ministry of Culture, 2000).  
 
Out of the different social economic forms, cooperatives have proven to be a flexible and 
robust form to all economies across the world. Cooperatives are most commonly divided into 
three groups, customer-, producer-, worker- /personal cooperatives. All of who function under 
the same democratic regime among their members. All members further have to invest equal 
parts into the organisation and share the profit equally, without exceptions (Kooperativ 
Utvecklig 2001). To be a successful cooperation, Nilsson (1991, p 96) claims that the 
organisation has to be as competitive as rival businesses on the market. Its interests have to be 
satisfied in a sufficient way to keep the members content and willing to participate and work 
in the long run.  
When it does work Sätre Åhlander (2003, p 292,293) states that the social economy could be 
a substitute to regional policies and thereby strengthen local actors on the open market. 
Cooperation’s could thereby operate in their communities to save private employment, growth 
and micro enterprises as well as social care systems, with local government assistance. 
 
The regional KwaZulu-Natal government has recently taken a step to support business 
development in the form of co-operatives. Their aim with the project is to “assist co-ops to 
graduate into Small, Medium or Micro Enterprise and to eventually become role-players in 
the first economy” (Step-By-Step Rise To Prosperity, 2005). The structure which these are 
built on is as follows:  
 
� Primary co-operatives holds individual members who benefit from a membership pool of 

joint resources and services at a local level.  
 
� Secondary co-operatives consist of three or more co-ops and service primary co-ops from 

a district level.  
 
� The tertiary co-ops operate on a provincial level and serve secondary co-ops on district 

level. 
 
The basic idea, with preference to minority groups (women, youth and disabled), is to assist 
an organized group of people to pursue their venture goals. Training would be given to 
aspired individuals and groups in areas of book- keeping, marketing, financial management 
and organization. The government has further arranged with local financial institutions for 
economic assistance in the form of start-up loans if needed. Entrepreneurs would further have 
the opportunity to revive mentorship advice (Step-By-Step Rise To Prosperity, 2005). 
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3.3 NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

NGOs are in many countries seen to be one of the most effective ways of handling poverty on 
local levels. The organizations often emerge in relation to a democratization process occurring 
in the country to offer programs and assistance to the poor population (Arrossi el at 1994, p 
36). Hornby (2000, p 857) define NGOs as independent from government and business, an 
organization such as a charity or associations. Something that seam to be common according 
to Arrossi el at (1994, p 39) in most NGO, like Project Gateway, is that they are; 
 
� Formal organizations  
� Involved with public interest and concerns 
� Independent from governments and state institutions  
� Non-profit making 
� Self-governing with an independent decision-making body  
 

3.4 PROJECT GATEWAY 

The NGO, Project Gateway was originally set up by Piet Dryer and Brian Andrews in 1992. 
Their goal was to give people a place to go when they felt hopeless and for them to be able to 
“leave equipped”. To do this Dryer and Andrews took on the premises of an old apartheid 
prison in Pietermaritzburg, now functioning as an active base for the organization. Project 
Gateway is a Christian organization which is governed by the Pietermaritzburg Christian 
Fellowship (Project Gateway n.d.). They are guided by the spirit: 
 
“To change people`s lives by helping them physically, emotionally and spiritually. We aim to 
uplift people and their communities through job and life skills, reaching all people without 
prejudice, showing the compassion of Jesus Christ, honoring Creator” (Project Gateway 
n.d.). 
 
Project Gateway currently participates in several projects with local churches to give people 
the support and help they consider necessary for the community. These include Pregnancy 
Cricis Centers, Sunset Overnight Shelter, CORE Support Service and the Business 
Development among others (se full list in appendix number one). The Business Development 
program holds three courses: Dynamic Business Start-up, Micro Business Start-up and 
Business Improvement. For this to function correctly and up to date, there is a close working 
relationship with the local government, who further subsidize some of the venues held by 
Project Gateway (Project Gateway n.d.).  
 
To generate an income the organization has to rely heavily on donations from oversees- and 
national funds, governmental resources as well as local churches, businesses and individual 
people. Some support is targeted to specific means, like the donations given from the 
government organ Ntsika. These donations go directly to the business development programs 
at Project Gateway.  
There is a further contribution by their side project, The Gateway Trust. A trust which stands 
on its own to make profit from its two activities, Jailbreak café and Zandla Xpression, 
activities held at Project Gateways premises. Any profits made by these companies are placed 
to Project Gateways disposal (Tahwildaran 2004, p 28& 32). 
 
Zandla Xpressions began its operation in 2000, selling hand crafted products from local 
businesses. It further assists entrepreneurs in marketing, whereby they have the opportunity to 
get exposure through the store which works with the International Federation for Alternative 
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Trade. By doing so Zandla Xpressions is able to export its products world wide (Zandla 
Xpressions n.d.). 
 

3.5 ENTERPRISE CLASSIFICATION  

To define economic development I have, as the author, decided to use the classification set by 
the Enterprise Promotion Department and the Department of Trade and Industry South Africa. 
Together these three categories, Survivalist, Micro and Small businesses employ 55.9 % of 
the working population in the public sector (Maarsberg 2002, p 36). The enterprises are 
divided as follows:  
 
� Survivalist enterprises generate an income less than the minimum income standard, 

example R800∗ per month, for a domestic worker based on a 45h week, there are no paid 
employees and asset value is minimal.  

 
� Micro- enterprise have a turnover less than the VAT registration limit (business turn 

over less than R300 000 per year, Sanlam n.d.) and there are not usually formally 
registered for tax or accounting purposes.  

 
� Very small enterprises operate in the formal market and have access to modern 

technology. 
 
� Small enterprise has a secondary co-ordinating managerial structure in place and there is 

some form of managerial level co-ordination. (Maarsberg 2002, p 26-34) 
 
The lowest economic income sector, the survivalist are characterized by entrepreneurs unable 
to find employment in their particular field of knowledge or people unable to get a sustainable 
job. They are furthermore a group who is said to go into an employment situation, if such a 
chance came up (Directorate: Quality Assurance And Development 2002, p 12).  
 
The people in the South African survivalist business group are generally black, something 
which changes as the businesses grow larger and the owner majority becomes white. This is 
an unequal distribution picture which has increased in resent years (Maarsberg 2002, p 44). 
From a study in America (Bates 1993, p 43) explains that the reason for this is that blacks 
invest less during the business start-up, combined with a insufficient credit and a lacking of 
education which creates small businesses with high failure rates. When the businesses grow to 
become sustainable businesses in the medium and large sector, the unevenness vanishes and 
the survival rates are equal regardless of race. 
A successful business development program should therefore be aimed to give entrepreneurs 
successful or sustainable self-employment. Not included in this, are businesses in the low-
income bracket of survivalist self-employments, who could be better off as employees at a 
company. To be able to succeed, there is a tendency that entrepreneurs had earlier 
employment in the field in which they are running their business, according to McGrath 
(2003, p 60) who refers to an earlier study by McGrath et al. (1995).            
 

                                                 
∗ 1 South African Rand = 1.22 Swedish Kronor (Svenska Dagbladet 2005). 
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3.6 TO GAIN MICROFINANCE THROUGH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

The South African government opened up for microfinance in 1992, to give poor people a 
possibility to receive start-up capital for a business. The interest rate ceiling on loans under 
R6000 was removed with repayments of up to 36 months. In 1999 there was a revision on 
loans in the range of R6000 to R10 000, to further increase the potential in the micro sector 
(Ndebele 2002, p 48). SIDA, have with twenty years of experience in the field throughout the 
world, stated that poor lenders make wise investments, are reliable and save their money 
when opportunity is given (Lindblom n.d, p 8). Even so, many of the South African Micro 
institutions have been forced to close down due to bad-debt and mismanagement (Ndebele 
2002, p 49). 
 
Numerous financial institutions have furthermore been forced to shut down because there has 
been a lack of lender applications. One such company was the government supported 
Sizabantu Guarantee Company which had the task to guarantee collateral assistance* on the 
behalf of entrepreneurs applying for a bank loan. In 2002 the business was terminated as a 
consequence to the low application rate they received from entrepreneurs (Ray, 2004, p 15).      
 
Further problems that financial institutions have met, due to the increased support to poor 
people, are the unawareness among their customers in critical issues such as how to handle 
debt. This might lead to over debit and financial catastrophe among the lenders if it’s not 
handled in time (Ndebele, 2002, p 48).   
  

3.7 THE SPIRIT OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP  

People start a business in a certain field because he or she has a specific knowledge in that 
particular line of business. They further want to be able to extend the business beyond, or in a 
narrower niche than the market currently can offer. In order for this to succeed, a general 
business knowledge is needed says Macleod and Terblanche (2004, p 2). It can be gained by 
working for a period in the anticipated field of business. It is just about essential for the 
entrepreneur to be able to see and experience the trade in which he/ she wants to engage in. It 
might be hard to gain that working experience in South Africa with a national unemployment 
rate of 30.5 percent in 2002 (Maarsberg 2002, p 35), but it is still easier than to start your own 
business states Macleod and Terblanche (2004, p 3-4).  
 
There are three factors which limit the South African entrepreneurship more than any other 
according to a report by GEM (Orford and more. 2004, p 26). These are the human capital, 
financial support and government policies. It emphasizes on the education and skills system 
for entrepreneurships, as well as mindsets of the people. Financial institutions must have an 
understanding and willingness to lend start up capital. There further has to be a general 
awareness among entrepreneurs to recognize how the financial environment works. 
Government rules and regulations ought to gain entrepreneurs and complement with programs 
in enterprise more than is currently being done.       
 
To be successful as a country and as individuals, the people must embrace the mindset of 
Ubuntu says Lovemore (1997, p 2). Nordström and Ridderståle (2000, p 165) further describe 
successful businesses as company tribes where Ubuntu is the sole. The Zulu term of Ubuntu, 
Lovemore (1997, p 2) describe as; 

                                                 
* Collateral assistance is a capital security in form of money, a house, a car or similar resource a person often is 

required to obtain in order to be approved as a money lender at a bank or financial institution.  
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“I am because we are. We have to encounter a collectivist we before we encounter the 
collective I. I am only a person through others” (Lovemore 1997, p 2).  
 
The emphasis on this subject is because people in South Africa, due to their past, generally 
see themselves by race, black or whites, before anything else. This mentality, along with the 
embracement of the cultural heritage has to change in order for the nation to thrive as 
economically competitive says Lovemore (1997, p 16).  
 
South Africa’s wide heritage comes from a vast number of countries which has to be used to 
create a competitive advantage. The people need to know their cultural routes and its triple 
heritage from the profound African, Europe and Eastern influence, each one with its own 
strengths. This has to be acknowledged in all ethnic groups “in order to know how they are 
and what they can become” (Lovemore 1997, p 8).       
 
Onyeani (2005, p 23) writes that the African race lack the work ethics and describes it as 
people who rather work as employees for someone else, in a stable environment rather than 
risk takers such as entrepreneurs. The reason for this is said to be the absence of the 
capitalism mentality within the race as well as an absence of support from close ones. 
Families and friends are said to have difficulties accepting the entrepreneur’s decision to risk 
everything for a potential career as an entrepreneur. This could be a description of a high 
intolerance of “opportunity costs” as Bates (1993, p 36) describes blacks, to be very sensitive 
in the decision to go into self-employment. He states this is merely done if the immediate 
income is better than what an employment would generate. Onyeani (2005, p 90) says the 
people of Africa have a mentality of right here right now, rather than more later. In 
consequence to this, people don’t save their capital to be able to invest big.      
 

3.7.1 Way start a business?  

When opening a business, Onyeani (2005, p 33) says too many blacks leave their business 
success to chance, leading it to a swift failure. Emphasis and importance of a thought through 
business plan with a determined goal, and how to get there, is something which can not be 
overlooked in order to succeed as a business owner. Macleod and Terblanche (2004, p 39) 
further say that if you can not write your own business plan you merely succeed in setting up 
an “informal workshop”. That might explain why the SMME sector has not taken off says 
Mallane (Ray 2004, p 16). He explains the high rate of “necessity or survivalist -driven 
entrepreneurs” in relation to the “lack of opportunity-driven entrepreneurs” to be the main 
problem of growth in the SMME sector.       
 
The making of a business plan should be a journey (Macleod and Terblanche 2004, p 38), you 
have to think and reconsider all parts of the plan before it is finalized. That is what makes a 
thought through idea possible and vibrant in the company, not just a way to get finance. The 
business plan has to be able to answer questions like, How will the idea work? Will there be 
enough buyers for your product or service? One of the most effective ways to answer this 
question is to do a door-to-door survey in the community you are aiming for as your customer 
base.  The first question one has to ask is, how will you reach them? How will you make your 
products? etc. (Macleod and Terblanche 2004, p 39& 54).  
 
The informal sector on the international market is frequently overheated because of the low 
entry barriers says McGrath (2003, p 61) which leads to larger supply than there is demand. 
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This is often caused by people who are forced into self-employment, due to economic 
cutbacks or because they found it difficult to access the formal market. There is moreover 
little money transactions being made within the informal market once the entrepreneur has 
started the company. In consequence this type of business leads to a poor seller poor buyer, 
survivalist businesses which are less likely to generate anything else then a survivalist income 
for the entrepreneur.  
 

3.7.2 Why mentorship program? 

There has in recent years been an increase in mentorship programs across the world. The 
reason for this is the expanded knowledge that such programs stimulate in organizations or 
company in which it is applied, when both the mentor and the mentored person have 
something to learn from each other as their relationship develops (Ahlström 2002, p 11-12). 
The interaction between the two parties is described by Hornby (2000, p 800) as an 
“experienced person who advises and helps somebody with less experience over a period of 
time”. 
 
As an extension to this the people involved should gain knowledge from each and every one 
in the mentoring program. Through meetings the mentored people, preferably not more than 
12 students, get as many as 66 relations∗ from each other. It is important that the groups are 
not too large so personal relationships are being developed says Ahlström (2002, p 50). Such 
relations, in the form of networking, are one of the key ingredients to the mentored people’s 
development (Ahlström 2002, p 50, Hultman and Sobel 1994, p 28) as well as the mentors 
(Ahlström 2002, p 50). Because the mentors have numerous roles towards the mentored, 
Hultman and Sobel (1994, p 23-36) have simplified it by focusing on four categories they 
found particular interesting. 
 

Table 2. – Mentors role 

 
Conversation partner; The mentored should be able to use the mentor as a guide for 

advice. For this the mentor ought to use his/her experience and 
knowledge to enlighten the mentored, who then freely take a 
decision on how to act.  

   
Generate connections; To help the mentored with networking contacts. This could be 

done by giving the mentored small strategic tasks, to open for new 
relations, as an example.  

 
Give inspiration; The mentor should inspire, challenge and motivate the student.  
 
Coach; As a coach the mentor should give the student advice on how to 

develop. It is here highly important that the mentor is open and 
honest in the criticism, even if it is difficult. 

    
To be able to give such advice, Macleod and Terblanche (2004, p 27& 28) recommend that a 
mentor have worked a few years as an own entrepreneur. That is so he/she has gained relevant 
work experience and been part of the business ups and downs. It might be hard to find an 

                                                 
∗ Calculated formula: n(N-1)/2, where n,N = number of participants (Ahlström 2002, p 51).   
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entrepreneur who is willing to act as a mentor for a student due to the possible competitive 
situation which might occur, in the future. Though one should not go to the closest competitor 
and think he/she would give the honest truth about the business and its possibilities. The 
experience says, Macleod and Terblanche (2004, p 27& 28) is more or less always superior 
for the new found entrepreneur.  
 
Onyeani (2005, p 25) says that anyone who wants to open a business, particular Africans, 
should find a successful businessman for mentorship. It is so because a person who has a 
successful business has a “killer-instinct”, which makes him or her take what he wants rather 
than begging for it or sit back and waiting for it to happen.  
 

3.7.3 To work in clusters and networks  

A cluster is defined as “a group of people occurring closely together” (Hornby 2000, p 225). 
The cluster composure in Africa does however contain “small enterprises areas within a 
town, which limits access to new technology and larger markets” (Pedersen written by 
Satterthwaite and Tacoli 2003, p 25). This could be compared to clusters in Asia and Latin 
America which involve all companies, small and large within a town.  
 
Africans generally work together in terms of clusters to reduce the promotion efforts and 
spending made by the entrepreneurs involved. Rather than actively market their products, 
continue to invest and work together in an efficient way. The sales are continuously made 
from the original workshops or suppliers where few middlemen are active in the system to 
connect economic interests to each other. This way of diversifying in a vertical way is 
furthermore very rare. African businesses tend to maintain the full control of the chain from 
production to sales, making it ineffective because they don’t specialize in one area of business 
and therefore loose competitive edge (Pedersen according to Tacoli and Satterthwaite 2003, p 
25). 
 
Networks are “an arrangement of intersecting horizontal and vertical lines to exchange 
information and develop professional or social contacts” (Soanes and Stevenson 2003, p 
329). The ones who do not have a large financial capital have to rely on their personal 
networks such as family, friends and known business people when trying to succeed in the 
competitive market. These networks may give the entrepreneur swift and effective access to 
grater recourses to create new business opportunities as a competitive edge for success 
(Macleod and Terblanche 2004, p 147).  
 
By looking at how Indians do business one can detect this pattern. Indians spend their money 
among there equals, other Indian businesses, leading to prosperity because of the multiplying 
effect (Onyeani 2005, p 32). If calculated, an investment can multiply itself up to eight times 
its original value depending on how many times it changes hands. This means that an initial 
investment of $1 accumulates itself every time it changes hands ending up in a earning of 
$164 for the community (Onyeani 2005, p 49). Though McGrath (2003, p 61) emphasizes the 
possibility that networking may not automatically lead to prosperity through profit gains, but 
rather as a tool for risk minimization whereby lowering the threat of economic failure. 
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3.8 ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN SWEDEN  

The result from this section represents a follow up made three years after the Swedish 
businesses began in 1999. It was produced by the Statistics Sweden and published by, 
Institutet för Tillväxtpolitiska Studier or Institute for political growth studies (own translation, 
ITPS 2005 p. 9-33). Only page information is given below after each statement.    
 

There was a success rate among the entrepreneurs of 59%∗ active businesses after three years. 
Out of these companies a majority (55%) had more than two years experience in their field of 
business. Indicators which resulted in the best survival rate where businesses with equal 
ownership between men and women, entrepreneurs who were older then 40 years when 
starting the company, possessed higher education and began a business because they wanted 
to work on their own. The lowest outcome was where people stated that they opened a 
business because they wanted to make money. Further the survival rate was higher among the 
entrepreneurs who did not receive start-up capital from a governmental institution than those 
who did. The companies which had the best survival rate were joint-stock companies.  
 
There was growth∗∗ among the active businesses of 45 %, mostly among the businesses with a 
male dominated ownership. The most successful entrepreneurs had an education from upper 
secondary school followed by pre secondary education. Entrepreneurs with a university 
degree had the lowest growth rate. 
 
Common problems among all entrepreneurs were limitations in market demand and company 
profitability. In addition to this, competition was the major issue for business growth (p 33). 
 

                                                 
∗ Average turnover of 1,5 million Swedish Kronor (ITPS 2005, p 20).  
∗∗ By “growth” means businesses that have a turnover of more then 1 million Swedish Kronor, or at lest two full 
time employees or the owner has stated that the business has a good profit and he/she can live of the business in 
2002. Defined by Dahlqvist el at, published by ITPS 2005.  
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3.9 LITERATURE REFLECTION 

Below is a sum up of the most important parts of the literature with my personal comments.  
 
Non-governmental organisations like the one formed by Project Gateway form a big part of 
the input in the social economy. Though Project Gateway receives governmental support in 
many of its projects do it work independently in a non profit way, to the interest of the public. 
Project Gateways general goal is to “uplift people and their communities through job and life 
skills” whereby offering the start up skills of business through the MBSP. To reach an 
international market, the entrepreneurs have the opportunity to sell their products through 
Project Gateway’s independent business Zandla Xpression.  
 
The social economy further facilitates the supportive purpose of its members, with the 
secondary focus to make money. The business form cooperatives have been identified as 
organizational structures which fit people who would not otherwise go into business on their 
own. Competitive cooperatives do work as a community network on which other independent 
businesses and organisations can come to benefit from and flourish. 
 
When defining businesses in South Africa are they described in four enterprise sizes. The 
important difference between a survivalist and micro business is reached with revenues over 
R800 per month. People who are working in a survivalist business do so because they have 
difficulties to find a sustainable job or one in their field of interest. The group of survivalist 
businesses are often subject to a pattern of low- investment during the start up phase, 
insufficient credit and a lack of education. They end up in a poor seller, poor buyer situation, 
making it difficult to break the pattern and develop a prosperous business.  
 
To break this trend the literature has emphasised the importance of the creation of a thought 
through business plan in a field of the entrepreneur’s knowledge. The entrepreneur should be 
mentored by an experienced person who encourages networking, amongst the students 
parallel to community connections, and capital further has to be made available in the 
business start up phase. The Swedish example, pointed out that entrepreneurs start a business 
because they want to work on their own, not primarily to make money. The entrepreneurs had 
previous work experience in their field of business and a majority of the successful businesses 
did not receive start up capital from the government. I interpret it as a consequence of the 
working entrepreneurial spirit, where the person who invests saved or borrowed capital will 
work harder and longer to get a prosperous business than the one who does not have any 
personal investment in the business.   
 
The solution might be referred to as Ubuntu, where Lovemore (1997) perceives it as a united 
movement forward, while Nordström and Ridderståle, emphasize Ubuntu as a way of 
business mentality to success. Though big problems remain, the BEE movement in South 
Africa emphasises the importance of skills, experience and capital to develop business and 
gain prosperity in the country. 
 
.       
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4. EMPIRICAL STUDY 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

I have chosen to begin the empirical section by introducing the staff involved in the Micro 
Business Start-Up program which will be followed by program objectives and content. A 
description of how the business plan made by the entrepreneurs is valid along with the 
mentorship program will then pursue. The entrepreneurial study responds directly to the 23 
participants in the MBSP of November 2000. A chapter reflection will sum up the findings.  
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.1 STAFF INTRODUCTION 

Here is a short presentation and history of the staff that is running the MBSP.  
  
Mr. Alpheus Zondi; is the project manager for the Business Development Programs. He began 
his current career by participating in the first MDSP in 2000 at Project Gateway. He found 
this interesting and rapidly continued in the field of consulting, in which he opened his own 
business. That means that Mr. Zondi is now working as his own consultant, whereby Project 
Gateway hires him to run their business courses. Mr. Zondi has previous participated in a long 
line of training programs in the field of computers, project management, tendering programs, 
education training and community development. (Interview with Mr. Alpheus Zondi, 2005). 
 
Miss Nonhlanhla Madondo; holds a degree in social science at the University of Natal (now 
KwaZulu-Natal). She participated in the MBSP in 2001 and began to work as a mentor in 
august 2004. She is responsible for the Follow Ups for about 50-60 entrepreneurs from the 
previous year. In her current business she buys and sells small crucifixes from a manufacturer 
in town. The products are then sold to all interested parties, like taxis in the Pietermaritzburg 
area. The business started as a sideline to the mentorship and it is not currently running at a 
break even point. In past years Miss N. Madondo worked as an employee for a few small 
companies, mainly with Black Economic Empowerment Issues.  
(Interview with Miss Nonhlanhla Madondo, 2005). 
 
Mr. Herbert Madondo; is a trained carpenter at Edanvale Technical College and has been in 
the business for five years prior to starting his own business at Project Gateways premises in 
2001, where he was initially mentored himself. Project Gateway helped Mr. H. Madondo with 
machinery, finance and venue assistants during the start up. Last year he began working as a 
mentor himself with a group of five entrepreneurs, who mainly work in service professions 
outside Project Gateways premises. (Interview with Mr. Herbert Madondo, 2005).        
 

4.2 PROGRAM OBJECTIVE 

The MBSP has been held by Project Gateway since 2000 after they recognized a need for 
entrepreneurs in the area. Students who had participated in the hand craft courses in previous 
years found it very difficult to seek employment whereby Project Gateway took on the role as 
a service provider for the entrepreneur course. The program has to satisfy several goals which 
are set by the government department in charge as well as Project Gateways own goals.      
 
Dynamic Business Start-Up Project and Technikon SA have set the following goal for the 
MBSP. They state that their objectives are to give students an;  
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– Identification and research of an actual business idea. 
– Production of a workable business plan. 
– The actual starting up of this business. 

 
Project Gateway has a further definition to their aim with the program which is; 
  
 “To empower entrepreneurs with skills that will release them from dependency and enable 
them to generate income through running a sustainable business” (Project Gateway info. 
Leaflet viewed 15 May 2005). 
 
This would mean that the students have to be free from dependency, in a way which releases 
them from a state where they at present rely on someone for something (Hornby 2000, p 336). 
It could be economic dependency from the government for survival or merely for survival 
reasons, through a workable business plan, used effectively and successfully (Honby 2000, p 
1492). The business further has to be continued for a long time to be successful (Hornby 
2000, p 1312). A long time is a definition which could be compared to the normal business 
survival rate of 50% after three active years for new African businesses (Mead and Liedholm 
written by Naude and Krugell 2003, p 72).  
 

4.2.1 Student enrollment procedure  

Project Gateway is a Christian organization and they hold a Statement of Faith whereby the 
church wants to spread its massage to all its participants. It is not compulsory that the students 
are Christian, although many in the program have a long relation to the church and its beliefs. 
They have therefore been directly enrolled in the program due to the network.  
 
People who are entitled to participate in the program, which is free, are students who have 
fulfilled the requirements set by the DBSP. They have to display an “entrepreneurial 
inclination and an enthusiasm and willingness to do something about their situation. All 
candidates go through a careful selection process focused on discovering how 
entrepreneurial they are” (The Micro Business Start-Up Program –developing sustainable 
business guidelines, viewed 15 May 2005). The process is meant to be done prior to all the 
courses to find the true entrepreneur.    
 
As seen in the figure 2 below, the 1st section is the recruitment phase. This is where marketing 
for the program as well as personal interviews with the applicants are held. People who are 
not found suitable to participate in the MBSP are given advice on other course of action, seen 
in the top right. The students who are successfully enrolled into the program receive four 
weeks training at Project Gateway. There after most students continue to do a 12 month 
mentoring phase (seen in the bottom right in the diagram). For some students the support goes 
on to stage two (appendix two). This is the incubus stage which Project Gateway has 
implemented on their own, whereby it is not directly part of this study. Though none of the 
entrepreneurs who have taken part in the incubus project have been able to grow from a 
survival to micro business and move out from Project Gateways facilities. Even though they 
have received a subsidized rent and free usage of tools from Project Gateways. The 
organization further gives the entrepreneurs a customer base in form of a steady flow of 
people who come and visit the organization or one of its many facilities.  
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Figure 2. – Structure of the Micro Business Start-Up Program 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.3 CONTENT OF THE MICRO BUSINESS START-UP PROGRAM 

The MBSP manager is pleased about the program. Mr. Zondi likes to see people develop in 
the program and he says that the students obtain the skills on how to think critically to their 
new situation as entrepreneurs. Skills obtained in the four week program according to the 
guidelines (The Micro Business Start-Up Program –developing sustainable business, viewed 
15 May 2005) given are the following;  
 
- What is a business opportunity. 
- What is a business. 
- What are trading, service & manufacturing opportunities. 
- What is marketing and how to market your business. 
- What is a S.W.O.T. analysis and how to perform one. How to solve problems. 
- How to work out your profit. 
- How you set your selling price. Personal abilities needed to start and run a business. 
- The business plan. How to beat your competition.  
- Keeping the `Golden rules of business`. The essential records that a business needs to keep. 
- Presenting of business plans.  
 
Many of the students are keen. They learn the basic things on how to run a business says Miss 
N. Madondo. She continues; “either the students have a business or not, we have something 
new to teach them”. The program gives the entrepreneurs ideas of how to improve an existing 
idea or find new business opportunities, something all students of the November 2000 class 
did. The respondent does not think that the students are forced to become entrepreneurs. She 
says it is rather a free choice and many are working on the side while they run their businesses 
from home.  
 
Although generally pleased, Mr. Zondi would like to see some kind of pre-training, a week 
prior to the course. The aim would be to equip the students with necessary tools for an 
entrepreneur such as how to use a calculator, the English language, ways of communication 
and how to write a business letter. Important skills, he says, many of the entrepreneurs are 
missing today.     
 
 

Exit 
12 month mentorship 

follow-up according to 
MBSP schedule 

Micro Business Start-Up 
program (MBSP) 4weeks 

Not suitable, advice given 
on other options 

1st Selection, 
Recruitment  

 Information received by Di Milford; 2005-03-15  
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4.3.1 The journey of making a business plan and a ticket to finance 

As a final step, all students write their own business plan applying the skills they have 
received during the training. The document is then sent to professionals in Johannesburg for 
assessment, whereby the students receive feedback on their business ideas. Project Gateway 
additionally assists students who need to improve their business plan in order to complete it. 
Mr. Zondi (2005) says that; 
 
“Number one, you should know, what is a business plan. What do you use it for----you write it 
as your guideline to help you to run your business sufficiently and effectively. Secondly it is 
for you to look for funds” (Interview with Mr. Alpheus Zondi, 2005). The students who have 
started an activity after three months are also entitled to a certificate by Technikon SA. 
 
To look for funds is one of the biggest issues when opening a new business, something a 
majority of the staff and entrepreneurs of the November 2000 class agreed upon. For the 
business plan to be valid and reliable I asked Mr. Zondi of what he thought. He brought up 
one case where he says;  
 
“We send a guy from here to them (meaning a firm that Project Gateway is working with) and 
then the business plan was fine. You do not even have to check by them, what is right or what 
is wrong. They look at it, these guys look at it but they say --- that your business plan looks 
fine for us and then we sent him directly to (name of financial institution) and then they called 
him. Because he didn’t want the money, and then he left them. His business plan was fine, it 
was perfect he just drew it from here and then, because of other thing that are attached to the 
money that are given by (name of financial institution) he said; no I don’t want the money. 
Because they have to pop up some percentage. He said; no it is fine I don’t want to do that.”--
-“The business plan was fine but then he had to pay for loan now, the 10% was for loan --- it 
depends on how much loan you need” (Interview with Mr. Alpheus Zondi, 2005).        
 
Though positive to the completed business plans, Mr. Zondi explains that he can not recall 
any specific case where a student has accepted funds from a financial institution based on the 
business plans produced at the DBSP. I, the author, visited two financial institutions ABSA 
and Ithala in Pietermaritzburg with a business plan to ask them about their opinion. The first 
respondent said that she wanted a substantial business plan more in a resemblance of a book 
format, not just the odd sentences to reply to asked questions. She said that it is the effort put 
in to the plan that determines the outcome of the business. If you have not thought through 
your business ideas properly the end result will not succeed. ABSA do not lend out loans of 
less than R50 000, without a 20% deposit and collateral of some sort (V.V. Wijk 2005, pers. 
Comm., 28 April). This makes them slightly out of reach for many of the entrepreneurs at 
DBSP. I, the author, therefore visited Ithala, who lends money to micro businesses in the 
range of R5 000- R50 000. Here they found the business plan solid for a loan, but on the 
condition that the entrepreneur had collateral of some sort and was willing to put in a 
contribution of 20% himself (N. Shata 2005, pers. Comm., 28 April).  
     
Mr. H. Madondo says that the business plan; “Really it is very very basic. For financial 
institutions to give you money you got to have a sound business plan, we are looking at 
getting bigger guys you know, professionals who could write it to that standard.” 
He explains that; ”Once we got a professional business plan --- can present it to different 
financial institutions and see if they could fund, that was quite positive. With banks there 
different way of handling SMMEs so we are going to try to get the people who could really 
really help, not looking at getting a lot of money out of the premiums and interest” (Interview 
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with Mr. Herbert Madondo, 2005). A professional business plan would cost an approximately 
R7000 he says later.  
 

4.3.2 Recruitment of mentors  

What is meant to make the MBSP different to other Business Start-Up programs is its 
mentoring program, built on a 12 month follow up period and containing five meetings with a 
mentor. Students are expected to receive the competitive advantage and therefore have a 
higher success rate than the people who do not have a mentor, where the failure rate is 50% 
after three years (Mead and Liedholm written by Naude and Krugell 2003, p 72). The mentors 
at Project Gateway are chosen on these criteria’s as “Non-Negotiable”;    
 
� Committed, born again Christian who is actively walking with God. 
� Committed to a local church, actively serving in that church and recommended by an 

elder.  
� Agrees with the Statement of Faith contained in the Project Gateway constitution.  
� Committed to Kingdom work, particularly in the upliftment of individuals and caring for 

the poor. 
� Willingness to work cross-culturally. 
� Living by righteous, Biblical standards.  
� Having experience of business/ enterprise. 
� Be able to give 2 hours per week to meet with entrepreneur and half a day per month for 

training/ networking meeting.  
 
It is furthermore “desirable”, but not compulsory that the mentor has the following 
experience;  
 
� Experience of working cross-culturally. 
� Evidence of being able to disciple people.  
� Owner or key manager of a successful business.  
 
To gain an understanding of how the program functions Mr. Zondi wants the mentors to 
participate in the business program themselves. He says that;  
 
“They should understand what to…to answer and to look for at the students themselves. Now 
for instance (short pause) record keeping system they are using, you might go there and 
change the whole thing. And then confuse them (referring to the new entrepreneur) because 
you do not understand what record they are using and how they are using those records, so 
you should at least have an idea of how the program is run” (Interview with Mr. Alpheus 
Zondi, 2005). 
 

4.3.3 Mentors view of the program 

Miss Nonhlanhla Madondo is working as a mentor because she likes the interaction with the 
entrepreneurs she is responsible for. When someone has a problem, like a guy doing 
photography she explains that;  
 
“He had problems, he needs more knowledge, so at one point I suggested that he maybe go to 
this outlets, this photography shops in town and ask. Maybe they know of workshops --- that 
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can help him, or he can go to the library and try and access books because I think that’s the 
only way” (Interview with Miss N. Madondo 2005).   
 
If someone has a difficult question, she would make a note of it and be able to check up later 
with her network. Because the MBSP is implemented in many regions in South Africa there is 
a district network among the mentors. This is where Miss N. Madondo feels confident to ask 
for advice if there are any problems or questions. More uncommon is networking among the 
entrepreneurs she says. Although they might come from the same town and know each other, 
it is rare that they cooperate in business.     
 
The second mentor, Mr. Herbert Madondo began working as a mentor because he had been at 
Project Gateway for the longest amount of time and had the required experience. He knew 
how things worked so he started to help a few people out when they were in need. Although 
most of the students he mentors are working in service type businesses outside Project 
Gateway, it is not something which troubles Mr. H. Madondo. He feels confident in giving 
advice and thinks most entrepreneurs encounter the same type of problems. If he would find 
any problems he is not able to resolve himself, there is a network around him where he is 
confident in asking for advice.    
 
Mr. H. Madondos own carpenter business at Project Gateway is gradually going better he 
says. It was meant for him to start of like a micro business in 2000 and then gradually grow to 
a small business, so he could afford to move to a location of his own. This has not happened 
according to plan whereby he has stayed at Project Gateway where he is protected by 
subsidized rental conditions and lent machinery. The respondent further says that he would 
like to give his space to someone else that needs it more and therefore looking into ways for 
him to be able to move out. For this Mr. H. Madondo is looking for finance by loan, grants or 
an outside party who would be willing to fund him.         
 
Even though there are still problems in getting a constant job flow from month to month Mr. 
H. Madondo thinks it will be better. The respondent has recently begun to work with other 
specific qualified craftsmen in the area, which has opened up opportunities for them to take 
on larger jobs like house renovations in Pietermaritzburg. They would then be able to compete 
with larger companies for work.  
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4.4 THE ENTREPRENEURS OF NOVEMBER 2000 

This section contains background information of the entrepreneurs of November 2000 and a 
business activity follow-up after five months as well as 13 months. The first follow-up 
completed after four months was insufficient and contained information of two entrepreneurs, 
the second follow-up after five moths was therefore chosen for presentation. The main study 
will thereafter describe the entrepreneurial situation four years after the participation in the 
MBSP.   
 

4.4.1 Follow up by Project Gateway 

The people entering the MBSP had been recruited through direct contact, word of mouth and 
over the phone by staff at Project Gateway. Out of the 25 people who were initially 
interviewed, 23 were accepted to the program, 20 females and three males. Because an earlier 
program only had 17 participants there were manuals left over for three extra students in this 
class. The students came from around the Pietermaritzburg area, some as far as 50 km away.  
 
Table 3 shows that the majority of the students were under the age of 30 years when entering 
the program. This table is missing one student due to insufficient records held by Project 
Gateway where some papers had been misplaced.      
  

Table 3. – Age when entering into the MBSP 

 
2 students 11 students 6 students 2 students  1 student 
< 20 years 20-29 years 30-39 years 40-49 years 50 > years 
 
 
As the diagram below shows there is a majority of the entrepreneurs, 57% or 13 people that 
have passed ninth grade. All students stated that Zulu was their home language whereas one 
student added Sotho as his second home language.   
 

Diagram 1. – Standard educational level 
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The occupation varied prior to the program start up as diagram 2 below shows. The five self-
employed entrepreneurs had a median income of an estimated R150 per month generated 
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through sales in clothes, herb medicine, hair salon and two sewed. The last two entrepreneurs 
further participated in a sewing project held by Project Gateway.  
 
Only one student had written that they had a predicted earning of R1000 when beginning the 
MBSP. It has to be mentioned that the students did not know how to calculate earnings, which 
might have been done on different basis which affects the credibility in the comparison. The 
two employed people worked in poultry and office service.  
Most students did not receive any income at all whereas some got a small amount in the area 
of R100 per month. Some of this was generated through volunteer work as papermaking, 
Home based- Caregivers or three women who were involved in an AIDS program.  
Studies were also carried out by upgrading school grades, computer literacy and child care. 
 

Diagram 2. - Occupation before MBSP 
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The students had prior to the program various business ideas. A majority of them were in the 
area of selling products like; sweets, tobacco, biscuits, ice, chicken and fish portions, to 
mention some. By the end of the one month MBSP had all the entrepreneurs changed their 
business ideas shown in diagram 3.  
 
The six people in the group “other businesses”, made business plans in one of the following 
fields: Fence making, dry cleaning, tent hire, wood work production, selling vegetables and 
second hand clothes. The reason why the papermaking and embroidery industry is represented 
by six entrepreneurs is most likely because five out of the six people came from the same 
area. On top of that one person had participated in a papermaking project held by Project 
Gateway prior to the program start up as well as an AIDS program, where three people were 
involved.   
 
Another eight entrepreneur’s had earlier experience in the following fields of business: 
Selling second hand clothes, poultry, fence making, hair salon and two in each field of crèche 
and sewing.  
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Diagram 3. - Business plan after the MBSP 
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According to a program report made at the time was it written that about 60% of the 
entrepreneurial group was promised start up capital from two different organizations. About 
52% of the entrepreneurs had according to records received start up capital from the welfare 
department, which is part of the government organisation. I was not able to find out any 
information about the other capital lender or if the last eight percent of the entrepreneurs ever 
received their start up.  
 
To receive funding from the welfare department it is almost compulsory to work with others. 
As shown in the table below there are three groups and one single entrepreneur who received 
funding. The businesses in sewing, crèche and poultry obtained start up capital by the time the 
program was finished. The papermaking and embroidery group received money by November 
2001. 
 

Table 4. – Received Start-Up Capital 

  

 
 
There were three more people who were promised financial aid though the outcome for them 
was uncertain. One of them was the entrepreneur who wanted to start a fence making 
business. The reason for this might have been that the business never began any production. 
In a later interview the entrepreneur said the business never began because there was a lack of 
demand in the community. Because of the uncertainty in these cases are they not further 
acknowledged in this study. 
 
By the end of the follow-ups, one entrepreneur changed his business idea to a taxi business. 
Records state he was eligible for a loan in the range of R37 000, in turn for a deposit of R200. 
There are no further records of this person and I was not able to find him, this is therefore 
disregarded in the study due to a lack of credibility.   
 

Number of 
Entrepreneurs 

3 2 1 6 
 

Business Sewing Poultry Crèche Papermaking 
and embroidery 
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The five month follow-up showed a success rate of 61 %, if defined as economically active 
businesses, see diagram 4. The two entrepreneurs who wanted to start up tuck shops had 
changed their course of action whereby one began to sew and the other opened a spaza∗, 
stated under other businesses in diagram four, along with a vegetable business.  
 

Diagram 4. – Economically active businesses after five months 
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In the last follow up session done by Project Gateway in February 2002, 20 entrepreneurs 
took part. Out of the whole class this would be a 74 % success rate, if defined as economically 
active. The range of turnover per month was R400 to R2000 with a median of R1800 per 
month.  
 
Changes from the last check up were that one person went over to sell table clothes instead of 
the hair salon due to a lack of demand. The tuck shop that had opened was according to the 
entrepreneurs’ original business plan. Other businesses were a spaza, two vegetable stores and 
two entrepreneurs who sold clothes. None of the businesses cooperated with each other.   
 

Diagram 5. – Economically active businesses after 13 months  
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4.4.2 Primary business problems encountered  

By going through the notes in the follow up sessions it was evident that lack of finances was 
the biggest issue among the entrepreneurs. Closely followed were problems with marketing 

                                                 
∗ Spaza is a small shop typical for South Africa. 
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and demand of the products. This was further the most significant reason why so many 
entrepreneurs were forced to close down or change their field of business.      
 
Several people had moreover problems with sales on credit because people did not pay back 
in time. This was something which happened repeatedly from month to month with some 
businesses. Other problems the entrepreneurs encountered were networking, theft and natural 
hazards.    
 

4.5 FOUR YEARS FOLLOW-UP 

From the original group of 23 entrepreneurs I successfully got hold of 15 people, all women. 
The remaining eight people have been counted for as missing. By categorize the group into 
main source of income, the result are as follows.   
 

Table 5. – Occupation in April 2005 

    

 
As employees, the five people had an income of at least R800/month, in line with 
employment laws in South Africa. Some took home R3000 per month, enough for them to put 
some money away in a savings account. There was one self-employed entrepreneur who sold 
various products as a sideline to her main occupation as employee. By that she is an active 
business women and part of diagram 6. 
 
There were four economically active companies involving seven entrepreneurs in April 2005. 
Diagram 6 shows this as a success rate of 46.6% among the businesses out of a group of 15 
people I was able to find. Of these 40 %, or three businesses, were real long term businesses. 
Of the whole group of 23 people, the three long term businesses, or six people, represent 26 % 
of the group. 

 

Diagram 6. - Economic active businesses in April 2005 
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To be able to assess incomes with an employee situation, I used profit information for the 
business. Only three people making jewelry said they could make R 800 during some months, 

Number  of 
People 

6 5 4 8 
 

Main occupation Self-employed Employed Unemployed Missing 
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although it varied from time to time. The entrepreneurs doing poultry and sewing could have 
an income of about R200 toR500 per month. Uncounted for is the respondent who sold 
natural herbs, since the business had not been active for more than six months. As such, the 
business did not generate a long-term income. The entrepreneur could not give an amount, but 
it was not enough for her to survive on, so she had full time work to sustain her living. 
 

4.5.1 Entrepreneurship experiences  

All the respondents thought the MBSP was to their benefit, but because they did it such a long 
time ago, none of the participates could make any specific comments on the program or 
follow ups. One woman said that she is now able to help her mother out with her business, 
even though she did not currently have an active business on her own. She had some plans 
though to open up a phone unit at her home when she had saved up the money for the 
investment.       
 
The working women who sold natural herbs to co-workers and community members thought 
that because she now started a business “this means I got that business mind.” Thereby she 
told me that I could give her the R10 000 she needed to open her salon. She had not applied 
for the money at any financial institution nor did she know where to do so.     
  
Another currently unemployed entrepreneur, whose business never began, said that she had 
been involved in some working groups in the local township. But she found that there were 
always problems with how they were being managed and the only way of receiving funds is 
through groups she says. No one gets taught how to work in groups she says, people do not 
know how to structure an organization with a treasurer and a secretary so the business 
becomes unorganized.   
Her son brought up another example where entrepreneurs from Mozambique came to the area 
to sell products they had sewed. The visits were done every few months to keep and satisfy 
demand. This was something he missed from the local people, “there is no active selling from 
here” he says. Even so, the “sewing group” in this study did operate in the same township.             
 
The entrepreneur, who according to the records received funding to open a Crèche, says that 
she never got the money. Currently unemployed, she would still consider to open the business 
although she would need start up capital of R3000. She had not applied for the money but she 
was keen to join a group of entrepreneurs and lend the money as a group. When doing the 
interview we sat in her simple flat with little furniture except for the TV in the corner, a 
computer, DVD player and a play station.           
 

4.5.2 Sustainable businesses 

The sustainable, long term businesses are accounted for individually to highlight their 
situation in the market and how they have developed. As seen below they are active in the 
business of poultry, sewing and fabric painting and jewelry.    
 

Poultry production 
The entrepreneur who was in the poultry business worked with a group of five people. It was 
a stable group and they had been working together since the start. Only one person, a former 
MBSP student had left the group. The reason for that was due to heavy rain that had killed a 
large amount of chickens four years ago. She found it hard to continue after that and is 
currently living of her husband who works. Together they have thought of saving up some 
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start up capital and start a poultry farm of their own but nothing was done at the time of the 
interview.    
 
The current poultry business now sells six week old chickens to people in the nearby 
community. Problems with demand have occasionally forced them to keep crops until nine 
weeks. To facilitate this, the respondent says she has tried to produce and sell “chicken dust”, 
a kind of grilled shredded meat in spices. This did not go according to expectations so the 
experiment stopped after a while. Four years ago records show that there were plans to 
expand the business and sell outside the township, which did not happen and the respondent 
now say that they never thought of doing so. From this business she receives a profit of R200 
to R500 per month which is enough for her to survive. The business is further registered, 
keeps records and the respondent has a bank account.   
 
The sewing group  
The group is made up of three women, two of which were part of the MBSP. It is a registered 
business which means they can apply for contracts and tenders through the government. 
When I spoke to one of the ladies she said that they were sewing school uniforms as well as 
various odd jobs on the side. But she found it hard to get paid for the products she produced 
because people in the township did not have money for the repairs, and sometimes it could 
take months before she got her money.    
Because the women did not have access to professional machinery she said it meant that they 
had to say no to some jobs and it had a direct effect on business sufficiency. I asked if they 
knew where to turn for help in those situations. She then said that they were still in contact 
with Project Gateway and they helped out sometimes when she needed material and special 
tools. The group also received orders through Project Gateway. During those times they were 
also obligated to keep records for invoice purposes, something which was not normally done.  
 
The business generated a profit of about R500 per month per person, which was enough to 
support one of the respondents who was married and had a car at the house where she worked. 
Though she had never tried to apply for a loan, she had thoughts of opening a sewing school 
because there was a demand in the township she says. The respondent would further need 
professional machinery and a location.          
 
The other lady found that the money from the sewing business was not sufficient; thereby she 
was also working temporarily as maid. She thought of opening her own sewing business but 
lacks funding. She has not applied for funding although she knows where to go and who to 
talk to. The respondent thought that I had the money to give her and that’s why I had 
contacted her.   
 
Sengokuhle women`s group 
The papermaking and embroidery business had changed direction to production of fabric 
painting and jewelry of different sorts mainly from spangle. Out of the three women who 
were still involved in the project, one worked as a consoler at a local AIDS center a few days 
a week to generate an extra income to support the family. All the women had earlier 
experiences as volunteers in AIDS projects prior to the MBSP at Gateway.   
They are now part of a group of a total of 20 women who called them self the Sengokuhle 
women`s group. The women worked to support themselves and their children most of who are 
heavily affected by AIDS. They further support orphans with school fees and food packages. 
The group is based in the primary school at their township, where the women also taught 
others in the community their skills in handcraft. The products are sold to tourists who come 
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to see one of the local attractions in the area. Other opportunities are taken when such are 
given, like the odd occasion when someone is going abroad they are given products to sell. 
There have further been attempts to sell products at the market in Pietermaritzburg. The 
women say that marketing is their biggest problem and they do not really know how to 
proceed in this field to expand the income. 
  
The people involved in the group are able to generate a small sporadic income, depending on 
the sales and donations that are given to them. All income is shared on a pre set percentage 
structure described in diagram nr 7, to facilitate the group’s needs as good as possible. In 
general, the women entrepreneurs’ say that they can receive an income of about R800 a 
month. 
    
The Sengokuhle women`s group is working close to a couple of organizations and authorities 
like the AIDS center at the Department of Education, something which has helped them a 
great deal according to the respondents. There has not been any deeper interaction with 
Project Gateways organization.   
 
Diagram 7. - Money distribution in Sengokuhle women`s group 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In the diagram above, 75 % of the total income is directly divided between the women, for 
their individual family support. 5 % was given to children in the community without other 
income, for school fees and food packages. The rest, 20 %, was put into a bank account and 
was later distributed to pay for some women to receive counseling skills from a company by 
the name of “Lifeline”. The money that was then left over was invested in new material for 
the production of new goods to sell.  
 
The two women who had left the project are currently making R1500 to R3000 as employees. 
One of them says she left the organization because she did not think they knew how to 
distribute the income in an appropriate way. Too little of the takings went back to the business 
whereby she thought there would be financial problems. It was further said that there had 
been problems with the distribution of money among the people in the group and some were 
left short.      
 

Bank investment goes to                 
- Women’s consoling skills 
from a company called 
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4.6 CHAPTER REFLECTION 

I have here summarized what has been reveled in the empirical chapter together with own 
reflections. The main goal which is set by Project Gateway is according to me higher and 
more relevant to what the outcome of a business program would be, than the direction set by 
Dynamic Business Start-Up Project and Tachnikon SA. I have therefore chosen to only focus 
on this goal, “To empower entrepreneurs with skills that will release them from dependency 
and enable them to generate income through running a sustainable business”. 
 
To empower the entrepreneurs with the skills necessary, Mr. Zondi believes it would be good 
to give the students a week of pre-training in how to use a calculator and to speak/ write 
English. The enrollment process found 23 out of 25 applicants to posses “entrepreneurial 
inclination and an enthusiasm”, thereby suitable for the course. The entrepreneurs’ initial 
business ideas were however all changed during the program, from selling random products 
one normally can see in the townships to more concrete production based on personal 
knowledge. Miss N. Madondo does not think that the students are forced to become 
entrepreneurs, it is a free choice and many are working on the side while they run their 
business from home. By going through the MBSP, the students get to learn the basics in 
business and finally how to write a business plan. This can later be used to look for funds at a 
financial institution, though Mr. Zondi does not know of anyone who has accepted a loan 
when given the chance because of things which are attached, like deposit and interest. Mr. H. 
Madondo believes that a business plan has to be made by professionals to really make it 
possible to gain a loan.  
 
The mentors have to fulfill several criteria’s to be qualified. Project Gateway has set up seven 
criteria’s whereby five are not related to the mentor ability as a business person, but rather as 
a person of Christ.  
The business development for one of the mentors, Mr. H. Madondo has improved since he has 
started to work with other people in a network of individual businesses. This has made it 
possible for them to gain more and bigger jobs. Though networking among different 
businesses in itself is very rare among the students says Miss N. Madondo, even though the 
entrepreneurs live in the same area and know of each other. For example, none of the 
businesses in November 2000 cooperated with each other during any stage.  
 
The rate of successful active businesses after four years was 26% of the whole group. 
Although I did not find eight entrepreneurs, I found this figure to be relevant. This is because 
the most evident among the three self-employed groups is that they all work in larger groups, 
received start-up capital and one or more person in each group had previous working 
experience in their field of business. These are three criteria which are all absent in the group 
of entrepreneurs accounted for as missing. 
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5. ANALYSIS 

___________________________________________________________________________
This section analyzes the empirical data in comparison to theory, in a way which relates to 
the research questions of this study. The result will then be the base for the concluding 
chapter. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.1 Recruitment to the Micro Business Start-Up Program 

Students are enrolled into the MBSP on the criteria that they wanted to change their working 
situation and after a careful selection process, to identify their entrepreneurial spirit.  Because 
there were no guidelines to how students ought to be recruited, Project Gateway had chosen 
word of mouth and direct inquiries to people to find recruitments. This leads to a specific 
group where Project Gateway is familiar with most of the students before the recruitment 
process takes place. A certain selection process has therefore been implemented before the 
interviews took place, which might justify the discharge of a mere two people who were not 
found suitable to take part in the program. It was found that 23 out of the 25 applicants were 
accepted to the program. Even so, Mr. Zondi finds gaps in the system and would like the 
students to have a week of pre-training. This would serve as an introductory week whereby 
students would learn the basic skills in calculator, English and how to right a business letter. 
English as such is not a prerequisite to take part in the program, nor is it the dominant 
language in the region, which is Zulu. Because the educational level of the students enrolled is 
low, it might be of particular importance for the students to gain skills and experience from 
another source.     
 
McGrath (2003), Macleod and Terblanche (2004) emphasize on earlier work experience as a 
pre requisite to have the tools to start a successful enterprise. The entrepreneur needs to 
generate the necessary professional skills. These life skills are difficult, or impossible to be 
taught in a course or in a program. In the working environment, the entrepreneurs are able to 
find an unexplored market niche or a new market whereby he or she is able to develop the 
business opportunity further. To facilitate these criteria might however be difficult for Project 
Gateway, which wants to reach” all people without prejudice” and thereby don’t want to 
reject anybody from taking part in the program.  
 
When looking at the four year follow up of the MBSP, one can see that five out of the six 
entrepreneurs who had a sustainable business had some kind of documented work experience 
in the same trade. All three women who participated in the Sengokhle women`s group had 
earlier worked as volunteers in the AIDS program. One of the women had further taken part 
in the project of papermaking. The women who had continued from an employee, to a self-
employed entrepreneur were in the poultry business. Further, one out of the two women 
participating in the sewing project continued as self-employee in the same field after the 
program. This pattern is the same among the group of Swedish entrepreneurs, where the 
largest group of successful businesses had previous working experience in their field of 
business (see page 21).   
 
I think the recruitment process is a crucial phase to the programs success whereby Project 
Gateway have to reconsider the criteria’s for enrolling students. To facilitate this does Mr. 
Zondi like to see some kind of pre training to the program, but would it really facilitate the 
lack of knowledge among the entrepreneurs? The literature (Macleod and Terblanche 2004, p 
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3-4) and a compatible study in Sweden (ITPS 2005, p 9-33) showed the importance of earlier 
working experience, I would like to emphasize its importance for successful businesses.  
 

5.2 Why produce a business plan?  

The final examination of the MBSP is the business plan the entrepreneurs write during the 
program, in the field in which they want to open their businesses. This process could be 
described as a journey where the entrepreneur needs the business plan to be an effective tool 
for the company and its success. This can not be left to chance since it would more than likely 
lead to a business failure because market- and business opportunities had not been examined 
properly (Onyeani 2005). This was the same reason given to me by one financial institution 
which wanted to see a thought through business plan as a way to know that the entrepreneur 
knows what he/she was doing. If the entrepreneur can not right his/her own business plan they 
will basically be able to open an informal workshop (Mecleod and Treblanche 2004), which 
leads to a poor buyer poor seller type of survivalist businesses (McGrath 2003). The business 
plans made at MBSP are according to Mr. H. Madondo very basic and to be able to make an 
impact and lend money one should hire a firm who could write a sound business plan for you, 
at a cost of R7000. 
 
Though one financial institution approved the business plan made at the MBSP, they did not 
want to lend out such large capital amounts as the previous institution. This was confirmed by 
the example that Mr. Zondi explained in the interview of the validity of the business plan. 
Though, in both cases the banks required some sort of collateral as security.  
 
To get collateral and start-up capital is the biggest problem for most students, mentors and the 
program manager. A problem which should have been solved in 1992, when institutions 
opened up for micro lending to new entrepreneurs. However many micro lending institutions 
have been forced to close down due to low number of applicants and bad-debt. The reason for 
this could be a general unawareness to manage and work with credit among the lenders which 
leads to personal over-debt among the lenders (Dr Iraj Abendian by Ndeble 2003).       
 
In the studied group, about 52%, or four groups received start up capital from the Welfare 
Department. Of these, three groups in sewing, poultry and papermaking and embroidery, went 
on to become sustainable businesses though with a lower number of participants from the 
MBSP, than during their start up phase. None of the entrepreneurs in the studied group was 
recorded to have received a bank loan, though it had been stated that one man had been 
approved a loan. This could later not be confirmed and the program manager Mr. Zondi could 
not recall anyone from any group who had taken money based on their business plan at a 
financial institution. Nevertheless both Mr. Zondi and Mr. H. Madondo talked about two 
different examples of entrepreneurs who had been approved financial assistance from a bank. 
In both cases the lender later refused to take the loan because of the “other things” (explained 
as interest about 10% and deposit) which where attached to the loan. If compared to the 
follow up in Sweden does it here show that the entrepreneurs who had the best success rate 
did not obtain start up-capital from the government.  
 
As the interviews shows and the literature highlights, a well thought-out business plan is an 
important tool to gain a sustainable business. I do here find that the entrepreneurs who 
connected the business idea to their previous knowledge had a higher success rate after three 
years then those who did not. I do further question the lack of entrepreneurs who apply for a 
bank loan. I believe, as the study in Sweden shows that those who are prepared to invest in 
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their business will have a higher success rate than those who have been given start up capital. 
I therefore question the lack of borrowers among the MBSP students. A changed attitude and 
knowledge towards the lending of money would, as I see it, be valuable tools to create more 
successful businesses.  
 

5.3 Business success 

By participating in the program students should identify a business opportunity, researching 
the market potential, work out a business plan and starting a business, all with in the course of 
a month. The overall goal of Project Gateway is; “to empower entrepreneurs with skills that 
will release them from dependency and enable them to generate income through running a 
sustainable business”. 
 
The MBSP would, to be successful, generate sustainable businesses with incomes higher than 
survivalist incomes in a long term perspective according to MaGrath (2003). It would refer to 
the class of Micro Business defined to have a turnover less than the VAT registration limit 
(less than R300 000 per year, Sanlam n.d.), yet more than the minimum income standard and 
who are generally not formally registered for tax or accounting purposes. To do this in a 
sustainable and successful way at least 50 % of the entrepreneurs had to be economically 
active in their line of business after three years (Mead and Liedholm written by Naude and 
Krugell 2003).        
 
The empirical study finds that six out of the 15 entrepreneurs who were interviewed, were still 
after three years of independency, running a business. The group of six people represents a 
success rate of sustainable business of 40 %, or if counted of the whole group comes to a 26 
% success rate among the 23 entrepreneurs. To be released from dependency would mean that 
the entrepreneurs do not have to rely economically on somebody else.  
 
Out of the sustainable businesses, the Sengokuhle women`s group received financial 
donations from individual donors. One of the three women in the group had to work extra as 
an employee at an AIDS center to sustain a living. Furthermore, one of the sewing women 
worked as a domestic employee to generate additional income for survival. This leaves two 
entrepreneurs in poultry and sewing who solely make a living off their businesses. 13 %, or 
two out of the 15 entrepreneurs I was able to find, fulfill the goals of Project Gateways 
ambition to be released from dependency, and enabled to generate an income through running 
a sustainable business. This was done in groups or co-operatives with others, and with out 
employees as such.    
 
The income before the program, among the self-employed and employees was estimated to a 
median income of R150 whereas the median after the MBSP where at least R500. The 
estimate of R500 is based on the self-employed entrepreneurs who had an income in the range 
of R200-500; R500; R500 and three entrepreneurs made up to R800/ month. Employees did 
after the program make a minimum wage of R800 (domestic work) to R3000/ month. This 
shows that at least 10 of the former students’ had a larger income after the program then 
before.  
 
I do however find that the students who continued in employment after the program had a 
stronger economic income than the self employed entrepreneurs. The question is therefore if 
the program fulfills its goal by releasing students from their dependency. Since the success 
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rate is far below the 50 % the literature highlights as a valid outcome after three years of 
independency, I do question the programs impact in its current state.   

5.4 Mentors ability and networking 

When choosing a mentor one should be looking for an experienced businessman/ women who 
have survived the first trembling years. It is therefore not said that the business needs to be 
successful, though it might be preferred as proof of his/her competence in the field they are 
engaged in (Onyeani, 2005 and Macleod and Terblanche, 2004). Because the mentor program 
is seen as a critical part in the MBSP and what makes it different to other business programs 
is it important that the mentors abilities and knowledge are suitable for the work.  
 
Project Gateway follows eight criteria when signing up a mentor. Five are connected to the 
Christian church and the other three, are according to me (willingness to work cross-cultural, 
having experiences of business/ enterprise and be able two work 2 hours a week to meet 
entrepreneurs and half a day per month for training/ networking) connected to the mentors 
ability to do the job. The entrepreneurial class of 2000 worked with Mr. Zondi as a mentor. 
He had at that time worked as a self- employed consultant for about six months and did some 
additional jobs for Project Gateway. As the project manager he now wants the mentors to at 
least have an idea of how the MBSP is managed. So that they know what to look for in the 
students and so they don’t confuse them when helping them out with their records. The new 
mentors both have a business of their own, though it is only Mr. H. Madondo who works full 
time with his business. His business is still after five years, under the protected roof of Project 
Gateway, yet Mr. H. Modondo says that business steadily improves and he has begun to work 
with other entrepreneurs in the area. Through the network he is able to take on larger jobs in 
the area.     
 
The people who are lacking financial capital have to make it up in networking contacts. 
Through family, friends and business acquaintances, the entrepreneur can receive business 
deals, finances, personal assistance and advice in a reliable and efficient way (Macleod and 
Terblanche 2004). Even though the entrepreneurs of November 2000 did work in groups or 
co-ops, there was little response when it came to networking contacts. The largest initiative 
taken was from the Sengokuhles women’s group when they operated with the government and 
organizations around the local community as well as the Lifeline program. They seem to 
strive towards similar goals as Project Gateway, yet they did not have any working relation 
with the organization. The sowing group empathized support and business connection.  
 
Miss N. Madondo says that businesses from the MBSP operate in the same area but do not 
work together even if they know of each other. Miss N. Madondo has herself a mentoring role 
to 50 -60 entrepreneurs, which would imply a possible 1225 to 1770 business contacts only 
among the students. This figure is much larger than what is recommended by Ahlstöm (2002), 
who says that a mentor should not have more than 12 students in order to be able to facilitate 
their needs. The way in which people work in networks and help each other out can be 
emphasized by the term of Ubuntu (Lovemore 1997), “I am because we are. We have to 
encounter a collectivist we before we encounter the collective I. I am only a person through 
others”. This statement would in a business environment, work as a successful way of leading 
the company tribe says Nordström and Ridderståle (2000). I ask if it can even be expressed as 
a way to make people work in networks.  
 
As the businesses are poor do I think that their networking abilities are of high importance. I 
do not currently see that the mentors are encouraging cooperation and networking in a way 
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that might be desired. One reason for this can be that the groups are too large and mentors are 
lacking the knowledge to make a connection to the business world. Another reason can be that 
the mentors are recruited on their belief in Christianity and not their since of doing good 
business. Since the importance of the program is business do I think a closer connection to the 
business community together with smaller groups would encourage, inspire and support 
entrepreneurs in a prosperous way.  
 

5.5 CHAPTER REFLECTION 

To give an overview of the similarities and difference between the theory and my empirical 
study, I have chosen to describe the advantages of the MBSP below and current limitations 
where improvement is possible.   
 
Advantages of the Micro Business Start-Up Program  
 
� The program tries to facilitate people who are in need of education and skills to create a 

sustainable living for the one in need.  
 
� Based on the business plan produced in the program the students are able to lend money 

from a financial institution.  
 
� Out of the 23 entrepreneurs who participated in the program, 52% received start-up 

capital from the Welfare Department. 
   
� I found three long term sustainable businesses; the form in which they function is rather 

co-ops than individual businesses. These co-operatives are together generating a 
survivalist income for 28 people.  

 
� The entrepreneurial group I found, at least 10 people generating a larger income three 

years after the program than before.   
 
 
Current limitations of the Micro Business Start-Up Program 
 
� After three years, only two entrepreneurs were able to meet the goals of the program and 

generated a sustainable living through their businesses.  
 
� The sustainable business which were active after three years resemble co-ops or 

informal workshops in their way of sharing costs, workload and responsibility.  
 
� Students are enrolled in the program based on entrepreneurial spirit regardless of 

previous working qualifications/ experiences, something which is a problem for 
business success.  

 
� The mentors are recruited on the basis of their involvement in the Christian church, 

rather than their experience and ability to involve the entrepreneurs in successful 
business operations.  

 
� Networking opportunities are limited among the entrepreneurs and in the business 

community.    
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6. CONCLUSION 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

The concluding chapter summarizes earlier evidence in relation to the introductory questions. 
This is done with my remarks and followed by recommended further research and criticism of 
this study as to what could have been done differently.  
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6.1 To what extent has the program fulfilled the goals, set by Project Gateway? 

My study shows that by strict definition, two out of 15 entrepreneurs fulfilled the criteria set 
by Project Gateway as their goals for the Micro Business Start-Up Program. These two 
entrepreneurs are independent, sustainable and generate an income solely through their 
business, in poultry and sewing. In terms of income and size they are survivalists, earning a 
minimum income and operating on small scale.    
 
As such I do not find that Project Gateway fulfills its goals with the program. Two out of 15 
entrepreneurs is too low a success rate for the program. These entrepreneurs further make too 
little money in their businesses, making them resemble more informal workshops than actual 
businesses. As a business the goal would be to develop the operations growth and enable the 
entrepreneur to rise from poverty. Such businesses grow to become small-, medium- or even 
large enterprises, which raises the prosperity in the community around them and inspires 
people locally/regionally and nationally to strive for success because they can see it is 
possible. They further contribute to national growth and eliminate unemployment, poverty 
and ethnic differences as they grow bigger. I do not find that this is done in survivalist 
businesses where the bare existence of survival is a daily struggle making, community 
prosperity minimal.   
 
I am not saying that the MBSP is working for nothing. As a wider prospect, there are three 
different active sustainable businesses, including six entrepreneurs from the program and a 
further 22 people, who generate an income through their business activities. Their business 
activities generate a service or function to their communities where the most evident and 
inspiring example is found in the Sengokuhle women`s group. Another positive issue among 
the peoples development after the program was that at least 10 out of the 15 people, generated 
a larger income after the program than before, either from self-employment or as employees. 
As I see it, this can also be counted as an advantage of the program.  
 

6.2 What characteristics do successful businesses have?  

To look at the common grounds to what made some businesses sustainable whereas others 
failed is the search for variables of potential success. The three sustainable businesses worked 
in groups, received start up capital and five out of the six people had previous working 
experience as volunteers or employees in their field of business. Furthermore, two out of the 
three groups followed their initial business plans as only the Sengokuhles women`s group 
changed their production. This goes hand in hand with the theory where work experience, a 
thought through business plan and access to start up capital is highlighted as important parts 
for success. I therefore think that the importance of the entrepreneurs’ previous working 
knowledge of the business they want to engage in is critical for their success. The impact of 
the business plan as a tool for an endurance business is further shown, whereby it should be 
written by the entrepreneur them. The study shows the success of working groups. I find this 
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to be successful since people encourage each other and together broaden the networks. To 
encourage contacts or networks would, in my opinion, make it easier for single businesses to 
succeed the same way the group of businesses have. The financial support to the business start 
up is furthermore shown to be critical, whereby I think this issue should be encouraged and 
managed to include bank loans. 
 
The eight entrepreneurs I was not able to find changed their business ideas along the course of 
the thirteen month follow up. None of them worked together with anybody else during the 
mentored period after the program. Because the people who are working together have done 
so since the start, I don’t find it likely that a large group of the “missing” people would go on 
to self-employment as business owners.  
 
The only similarities among the unemployed people were that they were in the mid thirty’s 
and above when beginning the MBSP. This is on its own nothing I can draw any conclusions 
from whereby the group is left. There were further no distinct patterns as to public schooling, 
age or gender which could have affected the outcome among the participants.       
 

6.3 What can be done to improve the success rate among the entrepreneurs?  

On the basis of study do I strongly emphasis Project Gateway to improve the Micro Business 
Start-Up Program in the following areas in order to make a more successful program: 
 
� Enroll students who want to start a business in their field of competence. Skills should 

preferably been obtained as employees or volunteers of similar businesses since this 
gives relevant business skills. 

 
� It is important students know the language in which they get taught. Why do students 

get taught in English? Zulu is predominantly spoken in the region and among the 
students. It is, in my opinion, better to change the program to fit the students and not the 
other way around. 

 
� Learn and encourage students to invest in their businesses. Since both the project 

manager and one mentor witnessed people who were entitled to finances refuse them, 
because there were “things attached” (interest and deposit). If you, the entrepreneur do 
not think that your business would flourish and therefore be prepared to invest in it, who 
should and why? As I observed it is a big step up but it is one that has to be made. 
Personal and financial investment by the entrepreneur gives a greater chance of business 
success.   

                
� Work actively on networking with businesses in the community. Make a connection 

between the students and businesses in which they are interest in. Try to make Project 
Gateway work as a portal to businesses and students. Inform and “over- inform” 
entrepreneurs of Project Gateways services to what benefit it can be to them today and 
tomorrow.    

 
� Strive to involve mentors who work in successful businesses outside Project Gateway to 

make a business connection. Engage students in businesses they look up to and want to 
become. Let them see that it is possible to succeed. The importance for Project Gateway 
to spread its Christian message through their mentors is ok, but do not let it overshadow 
the aim, to engage mentors who can help entrepreneurs thrive in their own business.     
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6.4 REFLECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

I have not recommended Project Gateway to change the program towards cooperatives since 
this is not part of the Dynamic Business Start-Up Project and Technikon SA direction for the 
MBSP. This is however an issue that can and should be studied since I believe it better fits in 
to Projects Gateways overall goal to help “all people, without prejudice”. The outcome of 
successful business cooperation could therefore be better than in this study.  
 
In order to make this study better, could I, as a critical reflection have done a few things 
differently. I could have done a more extensive background research before I physically went 
to South Africa. It would have made it possible for me to be more effective during the limited 
period I had to carry out the study. To work with a partner might further have made the study 
academically stronger since this would reflect another perspective on the study.    
 
Continues studies could be done in the three cooperatives I found in this study. To understand 
their problems and potential can generate knowledge which makes Project Gateway and other 
organizations facilitate more effective support to businesses. Further research could be done 
in other Micro Business Start-Up Programs supplied by other service providers. It would be 
interesting to see differences and similarities between the programs. Individual survival and 
micro businesses are important and common in South Africa and it would be of interest to 
study their situation and potential for growth from a closer perspective.  
 
The results of this study might be of benefit to anyone who does additional research in the 
subject of entrepreneurship in South Africa and other developing communities as well as the 
people involved in their organizations.  The outcome of the study could not be generalized to 
all Non Governmental Organizations who are service providers for MBSP, without the 
organizational structure taken into account. Though, those who find themselves in similar 
situations as the church based organization may find an interest in this study.  
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APPENDIX 1. ACTIVITIES HELD BY PROJECT GATEWAY  

 
Pregnancy Crisis Center 
The pregnancy center has been operating since 1996 under Grace Church International. Their 
aim is to give women an alternative to abortion and offer counseling in the time of need. They 
also provide shelter for up to 10 women, during their last days of pregnancy, as well as 
education in self-development such as sewing and cooking.  
They furthermore provide them with sexual awareness, pregnancy information and abortion in 
a school program. The pregnancy Crisis Center operates under the motto "Serving, without 
discrimination, those in a pregnancy related crisis" 
(http://www.projectgateway.co.za/cprojects.htm#over, viewed 22 May 2005).  
 
Sunset Overnight Shelter  
The shelter is managed by a committee, consisting of Dutch Reformed, Anglican and 
Methodist churches in Pietermaritzburg. Together they run the shelter, "A safe place to sleep 
for homeless men and women" on a nightly basis in return for R1 or their services of picking 
up litter (http://www.projectgateway.co.za/cprojects.htm#over, viewed 22 May 2005). 
 
Community Care Project 
Is lead by Pietermaritzburg Christian Fellowship and focuses on widows,” addressing poverty 
and AIDS in our communities”. The project aims to raise the knowledge of how to take care 
of family and neighbors (Project Gateway info. Leaflet viewed 15 May 2005).    
 
Baby hospice: Duduza Home 
New Covenant Fellowship runs the program which is “a place of love, care and nurturing for 
young children who are HIV positive”. The child is given an education, and if possible is re- 
located in the community. If the child is sick, they want to help out and ease the pain, 
hopefully with the mother or care-giver at the side, during the child’s last days 
(http://www.projectgateway.co.za/cprojects.htm#over, viewed 22 May 2005).    
 
Womens Shelter: Esther House 
The project is managed by the New Covenant Fellowship, with the aim to provide 
“temporary, caring and secure shelter for women in distress”. The women and their children 
are relocated form other churches or organizations in the community on a two week basis, 
until a long tem solution is found (http://www.projectgateway.co.za/cprojects.htm#over, 
viewed 22 May 2005). 
 
Gateway Christian school 
Is an umbrella organization to Project Gateway, who "aim to provide good quality education, 
at affordable fees, in a Christian setting, thereby offering local children an opportunity to 
become leaders of the future." The Gateway Christian School complies with the KwaZulu-
Natal Department of Education and Culture and follows the national course curriculum, in a 
Christian setting. They rely on donations from the public and currently offer education 
through grades 1-5 (http://www.projectgateway.co.za/cprojects.htm#over, viewed 22 May 
2005).     
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Rural Home Care 
Is overseen by Pietermaritzburg Christian Fellowship to “show and teach the love of Jesus as 
we train disadvantaged women to make garnets and household goods, which they can be 
proud to sell”. Their second task is to effectively distribute gifts to The Gateway Project 
(Project Gateway info. Leaflet viewed 15 May 2005).  
 
CORE Support Service 
Is looked after by Pietermaritzburg Christian Fellowship in order to help people with services, 
like basic office tasks “to build long term capacity”. Their services also cover some PR, 
Marketing and volunteer coordination (Project Gateway info. Leaflet viewed 15 May 2005). 
 
Business Development Program 
The program began in 1997 as a workshop to enable people to become skilled workers in the 
craft of woodwork and fabric painting and more. Even though the trainees had these skills, 
they had a hard time getting a job due to the harsh situation of the market. Project Gateway 
therefore saw a need to give people the entrepreneur skills. In association with the Dynamic 
Business Start-Up Trust, Project Gateway began to educate people at its premises, with its 
aim “to empower entrepreneurs with skills that will release them from dependency and enable 
them to generate income through running a sustainable business” (Project Gateway info. 
Leaflet viewed 15 May 2005). 
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APPENDIX 2. ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM  
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APPENDIX 3. QUESTIONS TO ALPHEUS ZONDI 

Questions to Alpheus Zondi, The project manager for the Business Development Programs at 
Project Gateway (Recorded, 2005-03-17 and complimented 2005-04-29). 
   
What is your business background? 
 
Has anything changed after Sheida`s study at the Business Development program? Yes, what? 
No, why not? 
 
Is there anything that you think should/could change to make the program better?  
 
Do you know of any other enterprise development programs in South Africa? Have you had 
any discussions to cooperate? Yes, what, No, why not? 
 
How many entrepreneurs does one mentor account for? Do they get paid for their work?  
 
On what grounds are the mentors assigned?  
 
What do you think should be done for the people who operate their business at Project 
Gateway, to get them to move their business outside the premises?    
 
Can you please mention 5 positive things with the project? 
Can you please mention 5 challenges the program has?  
 
Can you please describe the Enterprise Development Program? (Se appendix one). 
 
Enterprises at Project Gateways premises in November 2003. 
David Dliwayo (29), Wire and Sheel Metal Craft, Elijah “Jongie” Radebeh (25), Art and 
Turism, Phumlani Dlamini (20), Tourism and painting, Herbert Thafi (20), Wood work 
Senele Sibisi (25), Wood work, Thokozane Clement (31), Carpentry, Wilfred Mtshara (37), 
Metal Work 
 
What has happened to these businesses? How many are still operating at Gateway? 
 
Are the students informed of the services CORE∗ give the community? If, no. Why not? 
Do DBSP cooperate with CORE in any way? Yes, how? If, no. Why not? 
 
To what extent does Zandla Xpressions reach local, national and international markets? 
 
Do all participants put in 50R as start up capital? What is the outcome (normally)?  
 
How many applied to the Micro Business Start-Up Course, which starts in May 2005? How 
many are currently participating?  
 
Are the guidelines of the program enforced? Stating that “all graduates will be introduced and 
have access to a step-up business loan”. 
Do you know what the Africa Cooperative Action Trust is? 

                                                 
∗ Se appendix one, CORE Support Service. 
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APPENDIX 4. QUESTIONS TO MENTORS 

Questioners for mentors (Recorded, 2005-03-24) 
 
Can you please mention a few positive things about the project? 
 
Can you please mention a few challenges/problems the program has?  
 
What is your name? Male/ Female? 
How old are you?  
What education do you hold? 
What have you worked with in the passed? Position? 
What is your current occupation? 
Do you hold a registered business? 
Where is your current business located? 
Do you have any employees? Yes, how many. No, why not?  
Are you making a profit? 
 
Why did you become a mentor?  
For how long have you been a mentor? 
How many entrepreneurs are you mentoring at the moment? Is that a normal figure? 
Where is the consultation held?  
What type of businesses are they involved in? Do you have any knowledge in those 
Businesses?  
What is the largest concern in the new business?  
If they are in need of a start up capital, what would you advise them to do? 
Who do you ask if you need further assistance? Have you ever done that? What happened?  
Can you describe a group training session?  
 
Have you been taking part in Project Rave∗? In what way? 
 
Have you heard of the term Ubuntu? Can you describe what it is? 
 

 

 

                                                 
∗ Retrenchees and Victory to Entrepreneurs or ”Project Rave” were a continuum course to the MBSP. The course 
was held on temporary bases until 2005. It did therefore not exist when the interview took place.   
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APPENDIX 5. QUESTIONS TO THE ENTREPRENEURS 

The information received will be used as feedback information to the Micro Business Start-
Up Program held by Project Gateway. The information will be anonymous. Collected 
between 2005-04-04 to 2005-04-18. 
  
1. What do you think of the Micro Business Start Up Program you participated in at Project 
Gateway?   
Good/ Bad, why? 
 
 
2. What do you think of the Follow up counseling you received from Project Gateway? 
Good/ Bad, why?  
  
 
3. Are you running a business at the moment? If, no go to (16) 
 
 
4. For how long have you had the business? 
 
5. Have you received any funding/start up capital for your business?  
If yes, from where? 
 
 
6. What does the business do? 
 
 
7. Do you have any employees? 
    -How many? 
 
8. Does the business break even? 
 
9. Are you surviving on the business? 
 
10. Do you make a profit? 
11. More than R800 a month? 
 
12. Are you following a business plan? 
 
13. Do you hold: 
-Records?   
-A bank account? 
 
14. How many people are you able to support? 
15. Have you encountered any difficulties? If yes, what? 
 
 
16. If no, how do you make a living?  
17. What could have been done for you to allow you to start up your own business?  
18. Anything you would like to add? 
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